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Professor Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Mass.

Dear Norbert:

Many thanks for your letter. I am glad to hear about the
reactions of your colleagues at M.I.T. You should really
have no doubts about the book at all, although it is only
natural that you do. As your colleagues say, it is very
good of its kind, I mean it is a very good novel for you
to have written and although it certainly is not classifiable
vith any of the usual kinds of fiction we have these days,
it has merits of its own which discerning readers will not
fail to recognize.

[ am afraid though that I do not like the picture on the
cover of Der Spiegel. Perhaps it is the glasses that
obscure so much of your expression. I like the picture
that appeared in Esquire better and I shall try to get
a copy of it.

Yours as ever,
 DD

Pa

 -—

Ja, IFTpstein

7.3. I am returning the copy of Der Spiegel to you.



REVEREND PETER MCCORMACK
2801 TURK STREET

SAN FRANCISCO. CALIFORNIA

April 1959

Some weeks ago I joined with a group of fellow citizens in inviting you to
participate on a Commission of Inquiry into a case which has troubled many
Jhoughtful persons. I refer to the Rosenberg-Sobell trial. The other signers
were Malcolm P. Sharp, Harold C. Urey, Francis D. Wormuth, Horace M.
Kallen, Bernard D. Davis, and Paul L. Holmer.

In view of the questions raised in many of the replies I have received, I
feel it would not be amiss to answer some of the questions that I know have
arisen in the minds of manv recinients of our Februarv letter.

Our February letter was sent to nearly 400 eminent Americans. To our
knowledge, the majority of these people have not studied, have not been spo-
ten to, and have expressed no public opinion in reference to the case.

While I and the other signers of the February letter do have an opinion
chat justice was not done in the case, (with the exception of Bernard Davis
who was unable to study the merits of the case, but did feel that an inquiry
was necessary and therefore signed the letter) we do not want to have an In-
quiry Commission which starts with such views. We who would like to see
Sobell freed would gain nothing from a favorable report from such a group.
We are seeking a truly independent and fairminded Commission which will
dig deep into the many aspects of this case.

Why do we propose this Commission? (1) A nagging doubt is in the minds
of many people throughout the world about certain aspects of the Rosenberg-
Sobell case. (2) We, and you, believe in the inherent justice of the institutions
making up our form of government and do not wish them suspect. (3) The Uni-
ced States Supreme Court never expressed itself on the merits of this case.
(4) The truth, as history shows, is not always attained by the criminal trial,
'5) Finally, in the ideological battle which will develop in the Commission with
some of the best minds in the country participating, truth will come out vic-
FOrious.

In some of the replies to our letter I have been asked what the Commission
will do, how it will function. I do not know and I will have no say in it. But I
will give vou mv ideas--for what thev are worth.

[ do not view the Commission's work as a second trial, though I do believe
the trial transcript should be summarized and analyzed. Nor do I see it as a
lawyer's job. As to the qualifications of non-lawyers for the job, I would sug-
gest that (1) our legal system is built upon the competence of jurors to decide
matters within the legal sphere, and (2) the Inquiry only starts from, but is
far from limited by, the narrow confines of the trial transcript.



The Commission might examine the case from a number of points of view.
To name a few: the historical and sociological; a psychological evaluation; the
moral aspect of the case. Such a plan would permit each member to work in
‘hat field in which he is most interested or competent. If the Commission were
to divide its work up, this would be helpful for those who are concerned about
‘he amount of time the Commission will take from their alreadv busv lives.

Finally, I offer the suggestion that everything important that has been writ-
ten or said on the case be gathered for examination. The Commission might
ask some people or organizations to present their views on the case, pro and
"on.

[ am sure that the members of the Commission will have many ideas on

how best to proceed. The important thing here is that prospective members
should understand clearly that it is they who will decide the procedure, scope,
amount of work, plan of work, and all such matters.

If you think the work of the Commission would be worthwhile but you, your-
self cannot serve, would you suggest someone who might serve, as it were, in

your place?

I do recognize that many of the recipients of this letter might be willing to
serve if they know the names of the other members of the Commission. I,
therefore, solicit a definite answer that you will serve, on the condition that you
approve the other members. We will then furnish you with the names of others,
who, like yourself, have a given conditional approval. You may then give me
vour final answer.

I shall look forward to hearing from you.

Sincerely,

Peter McCormack

P.S. Since writing you originally, a statement on the Sobell portion of the
case by a group of distinguished Americans has come to my attention. I am
enclosing a copy for your information.



Library Journal
Over seventy-five years of library leadership

62 WEST 45TH STREET * NEW YORK 30 * N-Y* MU 2-0150

To: New Novelists

Your publisher has informed us that your first novel has been accepted for
publication and will appear during the coming year. Congratulations and best
wishes for its success.

We should very much appreciate your co-operation in a unique Library Journal
feature: our three-times-a-year article on new novelists. For many years LJ
nas been publishing this feature; at first it consisted in biographical sketches
based on information forwarded to us from the publisher (which tended to result
in a warmed-over version of the jacket copy); but recently it has been changed
bo a single full-length article derived from direct communication with the
authors, via the enclosed questionnaire. We feel that with this format we
nave been able to slant the tone away from the merely biographical and offer
new writers the chance to speak seriously to their audience about their books
and writing in general.

I am aware that many writers don't like to talk about "what they were
trying to dot in their book, or "what the book is about" or any of the other
questions that can be answered by an honest reading of the book itself. However.
this feature will be read, in every case, before publication of the book. It
will be read primarily by librarians, who are sincerely interested in fiction
»f all kinds, and who are particularly glad to know something about a new
ariterts aims. as a cuide to more intellircent appraisal and selection.

One more thing: the questionnaire is really just a guide to what we want
bo know. If you don't want to follow its form, we'd be just as happy if you
would write us a letter. If there is any particular aspect of your novel you
would like to talk about, that would also be most welcome. An example of this
sccurred awhile ago, when the author of a good novel incorporating almost
anprecedented violence and brutality wrote us a letter explaining why he felt
this technique was necessary to his novel. We included this material in his
biographical sketch, and thus, we hope, smoothed the way for the book's
acceptance by some small-town librarians.

Whether you fill in the questionnaire or write a letter, I must ask for
your reply within two weeks of your receiving this letter, as I work within
quite rigid deadlines.

Again, my very best wishes.

Sincerely,
N

/ „7

Au ALA i
Judith Serebnick
New Books Appraised

Ad par
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(EN DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE
z ho 3 ee _ LLLL ——
AO), 3 PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE BETHESDA 14, MD.

NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH

OLiver 6-4000 April 1, 1959

In reply refer
to: B-2187

Dr. N. Wiener
Massachusetts Institute

of Technology
77 Massachusetts Avenue
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

Dear Dr. Wiener:

We received an application for a Public Health ServiceResearch
Grant from Dr. Eduardo R. Caianiello of the University of Naples, Italy.
In the application, he offered vour name as a reference.

The application is to be reviewed by the Neurology Study Section
April 19-20, 1959 at San Francisco. Although the time is short, we
would appreciate very much any remarks you may wish to make in regard
to Dr. Caianiello.

Sincerely yours,

”

Nellie Wilson
Secretary to
Thomas E. O'Brien, M.D.
Executive Secretary
Neurology Study Section

National Cancer Institute National Heart Institute National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases National Institute of Arthritis and Metabolic Discases

National Institute of Dental Research National Institute of Mental Health National Institute of Neurological Diseases and Blindness The Clinical Center
Division of Biologics Standards Division of Business Onerationa Division of General Medical Sciences Division of Research Grants Division of Research. Services
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Professor Dean L. Robb
Denartment of Mathematics
Baildwinet'allace College
Jeyrea, Dhir

Near “ ‘ofessor Robbt

Thank you very much for your letter of March 26th and your
kind invitation to lecture at your summer institute from June 23
to July 30, 1959. However, I have found it nocessary to cut my
speaking encagements to the bone in order to conserve ry strength
for my research. I am going to need the latter part of June for
rest and so must rerretfully decline vour invitation.

-

‚ Wiener



April 2, 1960
110 Pond Street
Essex, Massachusetts

Professor Norbert Wiener
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Dear Professor Wiener:

[ think that the following will interest a certain cybernetician.

The arithmetic section of electronic computers "does all the work"
and print-out is confined to answers (of additions, subtractions,
multiplications, divisions, square root taking, factoring, and other
~ompound operations). The speed and accuracy of vrint-out is wonderful.

The like is true of the egregious human “calculating prodigy" computers.

In striking contrast is the conventional, 1959, programming for other
human computers: there is much non-answer print-out. For example, the
total print-out for a single long division problem may amount to several
times that reaguired for the answer alone.

Recently, the late Jakow Trachtenberg devised programs well within the
capacity of the arithmetic section of the human computer and requiring
answer only print-out. Thus, his programs are much more analogous to
programs for the electronic computer than are the conventional ones.
Iis pupils and those of Mrs. Trachtenberg have demonstrated convincingly
chat,correspondingly,thenewprogramsresult in markedly faster answer
orint-out. For example, it is not rare for a human computer, previously
stalled by reckoning, to become able to print-out the answer for the
multiplication of a 10-digit integer by another 10-digit integer in about
70 seconds (time which compares reasonably well with that required hy
"calculatinsg prodigy" computers).

At a time when "everybody" is reexamining our educational practices, it
seems most paradoxical that we do not provide these Trachtenberg programs
for the voung humans.

Sincerely,
~ A VO

À 7 4ani /

Lambert Lyons Méntsomery

Pa
2) 5 x

(PS. There is an horrendously inhuman use of human beings story behind these
now available programs ---- Trachtenterg developed them, as conditions allowed.
“hile he was incarcerated in nazi concentration camps.)

Mrs. Alice Trachtenberg
Verlag, Hochstrasse 36,
Zurich LL. Switzerland.
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Canberra University College
PosT OFFICE Box No. 197

Farine “orTELEGRAMS:
UNICOL, CANBERRA

TELEPHONE: J1811 Dept. of Statistics.

48 ACT

3rd April, 1959

Prof. N. Wiener,
Harvard University,
Cambridge, 38, Mass. U.S.A.

Dear Professor Wiener.

I should be very much obliged if
you could send me reprints of your papers:

The prediction theory of multivariate
stochastic processes, Part.I. Acta Math.
98 (1957).

and Part II. Acta Math.
99 (1958).

Yours sincerely,

Krane
E.J. Hannan

Professor of Statistics
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Saint Willibrordsabbey

Holland

Doetinchen,
3 —- IV - 1950

Dear Sir,

Allow me to trouble you with the fol-
lowing. For some time past I have been char-
ged to found the library of our recently
built monastery.

By reasons of economy the community
has had to build the abbey in a period of
four years with its own hands. But what is
possible for the construction of the buil-
dings, is not possible,alas, for a library.

Since in our monastery a course of phi-
losophy is given and a course of theology is
prepared, I have been asked to provide clas-
sical and modern works of philosophy, theo-
logy, etc. But however necessary they may be
we cannot purchase them because of our little
resources.

That is why I venture to turn to you,
dear Sir, in great confidence, with the re-
quest to help us, if possible, by presenting
us your books: CYBERNETICS and THE HUMAN USE
OF HUMAN BEINGS, with which you would oblige
us very much. They will be of great use in
our studies.

I hope you will excuse the frankness of
our demand to which the poverty of our monas-
tery has obliged me to do so.

Thanking you in anticipation for all the
trouble I am causing you and hoping you will
be favorable to our request, I beg you to ac-
cept our thankfullness,

Yours respectfully,

Lam Lada Sidi g1.B.

Dom Gerard Helwig, 0.5.3.
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COMPLETE INSURANCE SERVICFS INC  ® UNION

 À

PLANTERS BANK BUILDING eo MEMPHIS 3, TENN. e PHONEJA7-2515

LLOYD RAMSEY, PRESIDENT, LIFE MEMBER MILLION DOLLAR ROUND TABLE

April 3, 1959

Mrs. Margaret M. Kruger
% Professor Norbert Weiner
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

Dear Mrs. Kruger:

Thank you for relaying Professor Weiner's recommendations.

His statement concerning Thinking By Machine had influenced
me to purchase it shortly after its publication. The sugges-
tion on Cybernetica was appreciated and will be pursued.

It may be that eventually I will have something significant to
say on the subject of human, and more especially person-to-
person, communications. Of the concepts uncovered to date,
Professor Weiner's views on patterns and his definition of
control have influenced the direction of my work in communi-
cations more than anv other single factor.

lr /dc

Verw trulv yours,

[. 1)

amsey |



COMPLETE INSURANCE SERVICES. INC. eo UNION PLANTERS BANK BUILDING eo MEMPHIS 3. TENN. e PHONEJA7-251F

| * LLOYD RAMSEY, PRESIDENT, LIFE MEMBER MILLION DOLLAR ROUND TABLE

April 3, 1959

International Association of Cybernetics
13 rue Basse Marcelle

Namur, Belgium

Gentlemen:

Professor Norbert Weiner recommended that I write you.

I am very much interested in publications, studies and research
pertaining to the development of adequate theories for the seman-
tic and behavioral portions of messages.

In order that you might have some knowledge as to some of the
works with which I am familiar, the following list might prove
to be helpful: Weiner's Cybernetics and The Human Use of
Human Beings; Shannon's The Mathematical Theory of Information
and Studies in Automata (editor, 1950); De Latil's Thinking By
Machines; Ashby's Design for a Brain; J.Z. Young's Doubt and
Certainty in Science; Brilloun's Science and Information Theory;
McKay's Ihe Place of Meaning in the Theory of Information;
Carnap's and Bar Hillel's An atl ine A Theor of Semantic
Information; and Heilprin's unpublished paper Toward À Theory
of Semantic Communication.

nD +

|

Any suggestions or recommendations would be
including information on your own Cybernetica.

- 1

lr /dc

ANALYSE « àLF Y  FE VER = OR

deeply appreciated

1 ” yours,

{arnsey

3 IN SUR AN



HEMLOCK 4-5500

{ | Keeney Research Di vision, Inc.
k À 2 bd f j | SUBSIDIARY OF J. H. KEENEY &amp; CO., INC.

 ÿ 2600 WEST FIFTIETH STREET

ZHICAGO 32, ILLINOIS

ALBERT G. HAYNES, B.S., E.E. AND M.E.

REGISTERED ENGINEER

DIRECTOR April 6, 1960

Professor Norbert Weiner

lassachusetts Institute of Technology

Cambridge, Massachusetts

Jood Morning Doc,

Do you know our very good mutual friend, Dr. Hermann Wagner, he

is in Columbus Memorial Hospital here, following a stroke Sat-

urday night, April 2, 1960 ?

Might send him a card or a note, huh? He is still under sedation

and can have no visitors.

Thought you'd like to know.

Thank you,

AGH/c 3

Ve a
a

A Haynes

Columbus Memorial Hospital
2520 North Lakeview Avenue
Chicazo, Illinois
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475 FIFTH AVENUE. NEW YORK 17. N.Y. MURRAY HILL 5-4971

April 6, 1959

Professor Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Dear Professor Wiener:

The Institute of Economic Affairs of this University
publishes a national monthly magazine, CHALLENGE, aimed
at a literate, nonspecialist readership. While our main
interest is in economic affairs, we define this broadly
to include all scientific, social and political develop-
ments which have some bearing on the economic scene. I
enclose a recent issue. You may find it of some interest.

We would consider it a great honor if you could grant
us an interview on some of the potential economic and so-
-ial implications of the "human use of human beings."

The following are some of the points which we should
like to discuss with you:

(1) When your book came out in 1950, many of the eco-
nomic "experts" on automation thought that your warnings
of labor displacement were wildly exaggerated. Recent
trends in manufacturing employment, however, seem to con-
firm your predictions. To what extent will the increasing
substitution of the traditional production assembly line
by automatic systems tend to accentuate this trend? Given
our present knowledge, what degree of labor displacement
is already theoretically possible?

(2) Even more important, how will the assumption of
what were thought to be peculiarly human functions by

PUBLICATION OF NEW YORK UNIVERSITY



Professor Norbert Wiener April 6, 1959

machines affect our whole conception of productive work?
On the other hand, what special abilities will be required?
Nill this pose a problem for a considerable portion of our
population which does not possess these abilities? Will
these be able to find the necessary rewards and satisfac-
tions through work or will there have to be a fundamental
shift in what is still essentially a Puritan value system?

(3) Finally, what are some of the political implica-
tions of the automation and, particularly, the computer
revolution? Is there a danger that the very efficiency of
such devices may endanger fundamental liberties? What are
some of the dangers of misapplving such machines?

These are but some of the broad questions that we should
like to discuss with you. Actually, the interview would flow
informally in the normal course of conversation. We have at-
tempted to develop several procedures by which to record such
Interviews and we have come to the conclusion that a tape re-

zorder is, perhaps, the most accurate and convenient--that
is, if you have no objection to this device. In any case, we
would submit an edited version of the recording for your ap-
proval before it goes to the printer. We have found that
this procedure works very nicely in our regular monthly in-
Lerviews.

We should like to schedule this interview for our June
issue and this would require us to set a date for some time
within the next 10 days. Aside from this deadline, however,
any time or place convenient for you would be convenient also
For us. In any case, I should appreciate hearing of your
reaction to this as soon as possible.

Sincerely,

Martin Kessler
Senior Editor

MK:am
ENC



WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY

MIDDLETOWN, CONNECTICUT

DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS

April €, 1976

Professor N. Wiener
Mathematics Department
“gssachusetts Institute of Technalogy
Cambridge, Mass.

Dear Professor Wiener:

I wonder if you can help me with eertain information
on Tauberian theorems of the following character, particularly
in respect to the underscored clause:

‘Let 2 an be summable-T and suppose that na_ = O(1).

Then 2 a, is convergent if k = c, but not necessarily

if k 4c, where c is a certain constant depending only

on the metho! T

When the method T is Abel's or Vesaro's, it would
appear that such a constant € exists and equals 1; when T
is Borel's or fuler's method, again c would seem to exist,
this time equalling 2/2.

Not every summation method could be expected to possess
such a c (which might be termed the tauberian index of the
nethod). Thuis, the transform +, = Son cannot have a c.

In Hardy's Divergent series I find no information
concerning the underscored clause above. Do you know where
results of this type have been enunciated and proved? I
shall appreciate any comments and references that yok may
find it convenéènt to supply.

Sincerel yours,

=

Lee Lorch.

”
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HERBERT R. MILLER

PLANETARIUM STATION, BOX 244

NEW YORK 24, N. Y

Dr. Yorhert Wiener, Mevartment of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, YVassachusette

Vir "y F7 ®a Ia €LC,ear ! r ] y. » Lk: eci PUy

T was mad to receive vour letter of Warch 26, 10659,
Tointe touched uron sronesorshir, your canpacitv as
ennenlfant.

Nentacts are both national ard international. When
T eee vou ard talk with vou: T will give you the
names of same of those interested.

Contacts large industries, "universities", Govern-
ment, ecierces, Jaw and social organizations,

This js an interim letter.

Sincer. Ty

1
Ler
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THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

THE ASSISTANT TO THE PRESIDENT

April 6, 1959

Dear Professor Wiener:

The President has asked me to thank you for

the letter you sent to him following his re-

port to the American people on West Berlin
and the free world's capacity to meet the

challenges that the Soviets incessantly pose
to peace and to our own security,

It is helpful and encouraging to the President
to have the benefit of your comments, and he

wants you to know of his appreciation of your

thoughtfulness in writing.

Perhaps you would like to have a copy of the

President's address. With that thought in
mind, I am sending one to you.

Sincerely yours,
=

Wilton B. Persons

Professor Norbert Wiener
Professor of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of

Technology
Boston, Massachusetts

Enclosure



FOR RELEASE ON DELIVERY, MARCH le, 1959

James C, Hagerty, Press Secretary to the President

THE WHITE HOUSE

TEXT OF THE REPORT TCG THE AMERICAN PEOPLE
BY PRESIDENT DWIGHT D, EISENHOWER, DELIVERED
IN THE PRESIDENT'S OFFICE IN THE WHITE HOUSE
AND TELECAST AND BROAINMIAST BY ALL AMERICAN
NETWORKS FROM 9:30 TCG 10:00 P.M. EST, MONDAY
EVENING. MARCH 16, 1959

AS ACTUALLY DELIVERED

SECURITY IN THE FREE WORLD

My Fellow Americans:

Tonight I want to talk with you about twe subjects:

One is about a city that lies four thousand miles away.

It is West Berlin, In a turbulent world it has been, fer a decade,

a symbol of freedom, But recently its name has come to symbolize,
also, the efforts of Imperialistic Communism to divide the free world,
te throw us off balance and to weaken our will for making certain of our

coliective security.

Next, I shall talk te you about the state ef our nation's posture ef

defense and the free world's capacity to meet the challenges that the
Soviets incessantly pose te peace and to our own security.

First, West Berlin..

. Yeu have heard much about this city recently, and possibly
wondered why American troeps are in it at all,

How did we get there in the fir st place ? What responsibilities do
we have in connection with it and how did we acquire them?

Why has there developed a situation surrounding this city that
poses another of the recurring threats to peace that bear the stamp of
Soviet manufacture ? I a

Let's begin with a brief raview ef recent history.

. We first acquired rights and responsibilities in West Berlin as
a result of Werld War II. | Even before the war ended, when the defeat
and capitulation of Nazi Germany were in sight, the Allied Powers,
including the Soviet Union, signed agreements.defining the areas of
occupation in Germany and Berlin which they would assume.

As a result, Germany and the City sf Berlin, were each divided
into four zones, eccupied by American, British, French and Soviet troops,
respéctivelv,

x "4
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Under the wartime agreementsIhavementioned, the Western
Allies entered into occupation of West Berlin and withdrew our Armies
from the Soviet Zone, Accordingly, the boundary of the Soviet Zone,
like our presence in Berlin, was established upon the basis of these
same agreements, | |

Algo by agreement among the ecGupying powers, the Western
Allies == the United States, the United Kingdom, and France -- were
guaranteed free access to Berlin, |

Here in my office is a map of Germany, The light portion‘'of the
map is West Germany -~ the darker portion is East Germany, The
lighter gray lanes are the air corridors to Berlin ~= and the dotted lines
show both the main roads and railroads that give us accessto the city,
Notice that the City of Berlin is one hundred &amp;nd ten miles inside East
Germany; that is, it is one hundred and ten miles from the nearest
boundary of West Germany, -

 Here is the territory, now in East Germany that was taken by our
Army in World War II and was turned over to the Russians by political
agreement made before the end of the War, “

Now at the end of World War I! oùr‘ânnounced purpese and that of
our wartime associates was the pacification and eventual unification of
Germany under freedom, -

LT%À

_ We jointly agreed to undertakethis task, Ever since that tire; thé
United States has continuously recognized the obligation of the Allied = *°
Governments under international law to reach a just peace settlement with’
Germany and not to prolong the occupation of Germany unnecessarily,

The public record demonstrates clearly that such a settlement had
been frustrated only by the Soviets, It quickly became evident that Soviet
leaders were not interested in a free unified Germany, and were
determined to induce or force the Western PowerstoleaveBerlin,

Ten years ago Senator John Fostér Diilles, now our great“Secretary
of State, described the basic purposeoftheSovietgovernment, Hé said
that purpose was, and now I am quoting; ''no less than world domination, to
be achieved by gaining political power successively in each of the many
areas which had been afflicted by war, bo that in the end the United States;
which was openly called the main enemy, would be isolated and closely
sncircled.” That is the completionofthequotation, |

The current Berlin effort of the Soviets falls within this pattern of
basic purpose,

* he

_ The first instance of unusual pressure, clearly evidencing these
purposes, came in 1948 when the Communists imposed a blockade to force
the protecting Western troops eut of Berlin and to starve the people'oi "” *
that City into submission, ‘

That plan failed, A free weople and a dramatic’ airlift broke the
back of the scheme,
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In the end the Communists abandoned the blockade and

concluded an-agreement in 1949 with the Western Powers,. re-
confirming our right of unrestricted access to the city, |

Then, last November, the Soviets announced that they intended
to repudiate these solemn obligations, “They once more appear to be
living by the Communist formula that HPeomises are like pie crusts,
made to be broken," |

The Soviet Government has also announced its intention to enter
into a peace treaty with the East German puppet regime, The making
of this treaty, the Soviets assert, will deny our occupation rights and
our rights of access, It is, of course, clear that no so-called " peace

treaty’ between the Soviets and the East German regime can have any
moral or legal effect upon our rights,

The Soviet threat has since been repeated several times,
accompanied by various and changing suggestions for dealing with the .
status of the city. Their proposals have included a vague offer to make
the Western part of Berlin -- though not the Eastern part , which the
Soviets control -- a so-called ''free city," |

It is by no means clear what West Berlin would be free from,
except perhaps from freedom itself. It would not be free from the ever
present danger of Communist domination, No one, certainly not the two
million West Berliners, can ignore the cold fact that Berlin is surrounded
by many divisions of Soviet and Eastern German troops and by territory
governed by authorities dedicated to eliminating freedom from the area.

Now a matter of principle, the United States cannot accept the
asserted right of any governmenttqbreak,by itself, solemn agreements
to which we, with others, are parties, But in the Berlin situation, both
free people and principle are at stake,

What, then, are the fundamental choices we have in this situation?

First, of course, there is the choice which the Soviet rulers
themselves would like us to make. They hope that we can be frightened
into abdicating our rights -- which are indeed re sponsibilities ~~ to help

establish a just and peaceful solution to the German problem ~~ rights
which Ame rican and Allied soldiers purchased with their lives. .

We have no intention of forgetting our rights or of deserting a
free people, Soviet rulers should remember that free men have, before
this, died for se-called "scraps of paper" which represented duty and
honor and freedom,

The shirking of our responsibilities would solve no problems for
us, First, it would mean the end of all hopes for a Germany under
government of German choosing, It would raise, among our friends the
most serious doubts about the validity of all the international agreements
and commitments we have made with them in every quarter of the globe,
One result would be to undermine the mutual confidence upon which our
entire system of collective security is founded. =

This, the Soviets would greet as a great victory over the West.
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Obviously, this choice is unacceptable to us,

The second choice which the Soviets have compelled us to face,
is the possibility of war, ©‘ |

Certainly, the American and Western peoples do not want war.
The whole world knows this, Global conflict under modern conditions
could mean the destruction of civilization. The Soviet rulers, themselves,
are well aware of this fact.

But all history has taught us the grim lesson thit nonation has
ever been successful in avoiding the terrors of war by refusing te
defend its rights «- by attempting to placate aggression, 2

‘Whatever risk of armed conflict may be inherent in the pres ent
Berlin situation, it was deliberately created by the Soviet rulers, |

Moreover, the justice of our position is attested by the fact that
it is ardently supported with virtual unanimity by the people of West
Berlin, +

The risk of war is minimized if we stand firm, War would
become more likely if we gave way and encouraged a rule of terrorism
rather than a rule of law and order. Indeed, this is the core of the =
peace policy which we are striving to carry out around the world, In that
policy is found the world's best hope for peace.

Now our final choice is negotiation, even while we continue to
provide for our security against every threat. We are seeking
meaningful negotiation at this moment, The United States and its
allies stand ready to talk with Soviet representatives at any time and
under any circumstances which offer prospects of worth-while results.

We have no selfish material aims in view. We seek zo

domination over others -- only a just peace for the world and
particularly, in this instance, for the people most involved.

We are ready to consider all proposals which may help to
reassure and will take into’ account the European peoples most concerned,

We are willing to listen t6 new ideas and are prepared to present
others, We will do everything within our power to bring about serious
negotiations and to make these negotiations meaningful, .

Let us remind eurselves once again of what we cannot do. ‘

We cannot try to purchase peace by forsaking two million free
people of Berlin, |

| We cannot agree to any permanent and compulsory division of
the German nation, which would leave Central Europe a perpetual
powder mill, even though we are ready to discuss with all affected.
nations anv reasonable methods for its eventual unification. 0

We cannot recognize the asserted right of any nation to dishonor
its international agreements whenever it chooses, If we should accept
such a contention the whole prdcess’ of negotiation would become a
barren mockerv.



We must not, by weakness or irresolution, increase the risk of
war.

Finally, we cannot, merely for the sake of demonstrating so-called
flexibility’ accept any agreementoyarrangementwhichwouldundermine
the security of the United States and ite Allies,

The Soviet note of March 2nd appears to be 2 move toward
negotidtion on an improved basis, We would never negotiate under a
dictated time limit or agenda, or on other unreasonable terms, We are,
with our Allies, however, in view of the changed tone of the Soviet note,
concerting a reply to that note.

It is my hope that therebyallof us can reach agreement with the
Soviets on an early meeting at the level of Foreign Ministers,

Assuming developments that justify a summer meeting at the
Summit, the United States would be ready to participate in that further
effort.

Our position, then, is this: We will not retreat one inch from our
duty. We shall continue to exercise our right of peaceful passage to and
from West Berlin, We will not be the first to breach the peace; it is the
Soviets who threaten the use of force-to interfere with such free passage.
We are ready to participate fully in every sincere effort at negotiation
that will respect the existing rights of all and their opportunity to live in
peace,

Ke j

Today's Berlin difficulty is not the first stumbling black that
International Communism has placed along the road to peace. The world
has enjoyed little relief from tension in the past dozen years, As long as
the Communist empire continues to seek world domination we shall have
to face threats to the peace, of varying character and location, We have
lived and will continue to live in a period where emergencies manufactured
by the Soviets, follow one another like beads on a string,

Whatever the length of that period, we shall have to remain
continuously ready to repel aggression, whether it be political, economic
&gt;r military. Every day our policies of peace will be subjected to test,
We must have steadiness and resolution, and firm adherence to our own
carefully thought-out policies.

We must avoid letting fear or lack of confidence turn us from the
course that self-respect, decency and love of liberty point out, To do so
would be to dissipate the creative energies of our people upon whom our
real security rests, This we will never do.

Now to’build toward peace and maintain free world security will
require action in every field of human enterprise, It can only be done
by the nations of the Free World working together in close cooperation,
adjusting their differences, sharing their common burdens, pursuing their
common goals, We are carrying out just such an effort. We call it
mutual security.

Yi).
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We recognize that freedom is indivigible. Whereever in the
world freedom is destroyed, by that much is every free nation hurt,

If the United States, alone, had to carry the full burden of
defending its interests from the Communist threat, we would have
to draft a much larger portion of our manhood into the armed
services, spend many more billions otreksure, and put a more
intense strain on all our resources and capacities. We would
become more and more like a garrison state.

Fortunately, we do not have to adopt such a desperatè course.
Nearly 50 nations have joined with us in a cooperative effort to
protect freedom.

This system of mutual security allows each nation to provide
the forces which it is best able to supply.

Now what is the strength of these forces? What are we
contributing to the joint effort? What cag we count on from our
Allies:

Let's look first at our own contribution. Let us look at it
from the viewpoint of our own security.

~~ Of late I «- and I am sure the American people -- have
heard or read conflicting claims about our defenses.

| We have heard that our military posture has been subordinated
to a balanced budget, jeopardizing our national defense.

We have heard that our defenses are presently ~= or they
will be sometime in the future «- inadequate to meet recurrent
Communist threats,

We have heard that more manpowerinour,forcesthanI
have recommended is essential in the present circumstances, for
psychological reasons if for no other. I

My friends, such assertions as these are simply not true,
They are without foundation, It is not likely, however -- and this is
indeed fortunate =~ that such assertions will lead the Soviet Union to
miscalculate our true strength.

| The design of our defense is the product of the best composite
judgment available for the fulfillment of our security needs.

‚ First, we are devoting great sums for the maintenance of forces
capable of nuclear retaliatory strikes. This capability is our
indispensable deterrent to aggression against us.

The central core of cur deterrent striking force is our

Strategic Air Command with its long range bombers. They are
reinforcedbynavalaircraft,missiles of varying types, and tactical
fighter bombers, This array will soon include weapons of even greater
power and effectiveness.
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The. capacity of our combined striking forces represents an
almost unimaginable destructive power. It is protected by a vast
early warning system and by powerful air defense forces.

More and more this great retaliatory force will feature.
intermediate as well as long range missiles capable of reaching
any target on the earth.” As we steadily go through the transition
period from bomber to missile as the backbone of this striking force,
we nevertheless continue replacing bombers, powerful as we know
them. now to be, with others of greater power, greater range and
greater speed. In this way we take care of the needs of this year
and those immediately ahead, even as we plan, develop and build
for the future.

We are engaged in an endless process of research, development
and production to equip our forces with new weapons,

This process is tremendously costly, even should we consider
it only in terms of money. If we are to master the problem of security
over a prolonged period, we cannot forever borrow from the future
to meet the needs of the present, Co

Therefore, we must concentrate our resources on those things

we need most, minimizing those programs that make less decisive
contributions to our nation, Effective defense comes first,

Today there is no defense field to which we are devoting more
talent, skill and money than that of missile development.

I'd like to have you look at this chart showing three lists of missiles.

The first list shows seventeen different types of missiles now in

ase by our Armed Forces,: &lt;r

The second list shows missiles that will be available for use in

1959, There are eleven different types.

The third list shows thirteen more types of missiles now in the

research and development stages, In all there are forty-one types of
missiles,

- Now there is, of course, a constant parade of improvement,

with newer and better weapons constantly crowding out the older and
less efficient ones.

The first model of any new piece of equipment is always
relatively primitive, The first sewing machine, the first typewriter,
the first automobile -- all left much to be desired. And even the

rockets that dazzle us today will soon become.the Model T's -- the

Tin Lizzies -- of the Missile Age. '

We must never become frozen in obsolescence.

In addition to the forces comprising our retaliatory striking
power, we have potent and flexible naval, ground and amphibious
elements. We have a growing array of nuclear-powered ships, both
submarines and surface vessels,
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World-wide deployment of Army divisions, including missile
units, increases the ability of the U, S. Army and the Marines to rapidly
apply necessary force to any area of trouble, At home, the Strategic
Army Corps is ready and able to move promptly as needed to any area
of the world.

I believe that the America people want, are entitled to, can .,
indefinitely pay for, and now have and wilf gontique to have a modern,
effective and adequate military establishment, In this over-all conviction,
l am supported by the mass of the best military opinionIcanmobilize,
and by scientific and every other kind of talent that is giving its attention
to a problem to which I personally have devoted a lifetime, . ..

% ok % x Xk +

As all thoughtful citizens know, our own security requires the
supplemental and reinforcing strength provided by the free world's
otal,

In the Far East, nations with which we are associated in a
common defense system have over a million trained soldiers standing
watch over the free world frontiers.

In Europe, the efforts of fifteen nations are united in support of freedom.

In global totals, our friends are contributing over 200 ground
divisions, 30, 000 aircraft, and 2500 combatant naval vessels to the
task of defending the free world,

For every soldier we have under arms, our free world Allies
have five,

Through each of these stout efforts we strengthen the bonds of
freedom.

cie CT

Our mutual security program supports this joint undertaking by
helping to equip our partners with the weapons they cannot by themselves
provide, -and by helping them keep their economies strong, -

This mutual effort provides a constructive, long-term answer
to the recurrent crises engineered by the Communists, It strengthens
the stability.of free nations, and lessens opportunities for Communist
subversion and penetration, It supports economic growth and. gives.
hope and confidence to the cause of freedom. It is America's strongest
instrument for positive action in the world today,

, Last Friday I sent to the Congress a special message presenting
my recommendations. for this important part of our defense and-security
program for the coming year, Let me repeat that definition of that
program: It is an important part of our defense and security program
for the coming year. In my judgment, there is no better means of
showing our resolution, our firmness, and our understanding of the
Communist challenge than to support this program in full measure,
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These funds are vital to our national and free world security,

Any misguided effort to reduce them below what I have
recommended weakens the sentries of freedom wherever they stand,

In this conviction, also, 1am supnorted by the military experts
sf our government,

sie &amp; We

Fellow Americans, of one thing I am sure: that we have the

courage and capacity to meet the stern realities of the present and the
future, We need only to understand the igsues and to practice the
self-discipline that freedom demands,

Our security shield is the productivity of our free economy, the
nower of our military forces, and the enduring might of a great -
community of nations determined to defend their freedom.

We Americans have been, from the beginning, a free people --

people who by their spiritual and moral strength and their love of country
provide the mainspring for all we have done, are doing, and will do, In
those truths we place our faith,

So, together with our allies we stand firm wherever the probing
finger of any aggressor may point, Thus we lessen the risk of aggression:
thus we shall with resolution and courage, struggle ever forward to the
dream of a just and permanent peace,

God helping us, we shall stand always equal to the challenge,

Thank you, and Goodnight,
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Enclosed 4s a request from Mr. Harold Barrett for permission
to qurte from The Human Use of Human Beings. We would appreciate
woo dnc care of NLS request.

.nerr “y yours.

Margaret M. Kruger (Mrs.)
Saçrpptore tas Professor Wiener

4
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April 6, 1959

Dre Thomas E, O'Brien
ixacutive Secretary
Neurology Study Section
Jepartment of Health, Education,

and Yelfare
tethesda il, Marylend

Dear Dr, O'Briens

Thank you for your letter of April
application for a Public Health Service
iduardo R. Caianiello.

1, 1959, concerning the
Research Grant for Dr.

[ would like to recommend Dr. Caianiello as a person who
ls studying cybernetics seriously. He is a delightful person
with great enthusiasm for his work and I would be very inclined
to act favorubly on any request that he makes for an onnortunity
"or a research grant.

FEaa urs

t Wiener
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Professor Wiener would be happy to meet with you during
your visit to the United States, He would be able to see you
on Thursday morning, April 16th if this would be convenient
for you, If you would prefer to have an appointment during
the week of April 20th, please suggest the time most cone
renient for vo.

&gt;ineerely vours,

Margaret M, Kruger (Mrs.)
Sacretarv to Professor Wiener
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Mr. Ncrbert Weiner
Massachusetts Institute  f

Technology
Cambridge, Mass.
Dear Mr. Weiner:

WNEW-TV, (Channel 5) here in New York, will soon begin tele-
vising a new public service series entitled "America's Great
Teachers". We would be very pleased if you could participate
in this series.

Fach program in the series will be one half-hour in length and
wlll be C evoted to a single outstanding teacher or educator.
The programs will be seen on Channel 5 (New York's best-known
independent station) Sunday evenings at 9:30 PM. The first
program in the series will be televised on April 1G anc features
Dr. Mason Gross, Ppesident of Rutgers University, streaking on
"What Makes a Great Teacher?"

The format consists of a talk or lecture by the teacher running
fifteen or twenty minutes, followed by a short cuestion-and-answer
period in which the questions are asked of the teacher by two of
his former or present students. The subject, of course, is that
field with which you are immediately associated, and the talk
itself should be informal and ccnversationally spontaneous.

The program is entirely educational, non-sponsored and is designed
to meet a demand we feel exists among the public, namely: a chance
to hear scholars ané teachers, persons of intellect and
scholarly research, talk about their subject and what it means to
them and to others. To put it in other worcs, we feel that the
persons we are asking to Co this program have been rehearsing,
intellectually, for many, many years.

We believe that this program is unique in offering such an
unrestricted approach to scholars, and we're hosing you can take
advantage of it.

In aécéition to Lr, Gross, others who have agreed to appezr on
"America's Great Teachers" include Professor Sidney Hook, of New
York University; Professor Henry Steele Commager of Amherst and
Columbia; Prfessor Adolf À. Berle of Columbia; Professor Hans
Kohn of C.C.N.Y.; Professor Roger Sessions of Princeton; and a
number of others.

METROPOLITAN BROADCASTING CORPORATION / WNEW TV, WNEW AM, FM e NEW YORK / WTTG TV ee WASHINGTON / WHK AM, FM eo CLEVELANC
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WNEW [Tv * NEW YORK / 205 EAST SIXTY-SEVENTH STREET / NEW YORK 21, N.Y. / LEHIGH 5-1000 wm April 7, 1959

You will be reimburseé¢ for any travel expenses incurred in
coming to and returning from our studios, and there 1s a $100
fee in addition.

May I hear from you soon about thi:z%

Very sincerely yours,
» ’ / be)

{ CC „el N
Lan er

Herbert Dorfme:
Froducer

ED/1m
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Dear Arion)

It appears then that what arranrements I make with my other Yew
fork friends for visiting Yew York on scientific matters need not be
particularly coordinated with affairs to do with my book, at least
for the nresent, The next fixed engagement I have in New York is
the New York University Institute -  Philosonhy on Saturday, May 16th.

By my very tentative reckoning I should suppose that a couple of
weeks or so will see the galley proofs ready for my inspections While
there is nothing critical about it, I have the natural eagerness of any
author to see himself in print. I am well aware that the schedule on my
yook is your business and not mine and I should not presume to interfere
sith it and above all things to rush it. Nevertheless, as a matter of
personal curiosity 1t would interest me to know something about it.

I have now a considerable piece of criticism of my manuscript
from ny colleagues, The criticism is quite consistent and agrees with
your remarks, I think that they all feel that the beok is good of its
«ind and is sincere but does not fall into the most racornized cate
rories of literary work particularly as far as the present mode is
soncerned., They expect as you do it will have a good anneal within
a circle which is scarcely that of the readers of the best sellers,
31111 feel that within my limitations I have achieved my aim. In
reneral my colleagues recommend the picture I have given of engineering
and business at the time as authentic and fair. The future of my book
ig in the lap of the pris,

I am erclosing a picture viich anneared a year or so ago in a
Jerman periodical. My wife likes it and believes 1 ‘ the best picture
sf me which has anprared. IL also call to your ten. rm uhe nicture
shich appeared in a recent number of Fsquire which *  zirn T7 good.
Jne or the other of these = preferably in my wifu's opimo whe German
me = is very suitable for use on the Jacket of the book, 11 you can
ret copies of my photorraph from the German publisher. I should appreciate
It if you would reserve one or two copies for me personally. I would
ilso appreciate your returning the enclosed copy of Der Spierel when
vou have finished with it.

Jith best wishes from house t. house.

Sincerely yours,



THE TECHNOLOGY REVIEW
EDITED AT THE MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

CAMBRIDGE 39, MASSACHUSETTS

April 8, 1959

Professor Norbert Wiener
Room 2-276
M.I.T.

Dear Professor Wiener:

Many thanks for your great contribution to
che success of the Seminar for Science Writers
arranged last week by the Nieman Foundation. You
made this a memorable experience for our friends,
and I hope that you did not find the long day too
siring.

We rather expected a good many of our vis-
itors to leave before the three-day program end-
sd. But you and the others who participated on
“he opening day evoked such enthusiasm that near-
ly everyone was still on hand when the seminar
snded at 5:00 p.m. on Saturday.

Gratefully yours,

( ; 7LaceÉ
Editor

Pun

7T, DdeF



JOSEPH POLONSKY
DIR. DEPART, ET. TELEVISION A LA cie Gle DE T. Ss. F.

8. RUE VOISEMBERT

TEL. : MIC. 01-39 (Seine) ISSY-LES-MOULINEAUX





April 9, 1959

Professor E, J. Hannan
Department of Statistics
Sanberra University College
2ox 197 Post Office
Canberra City, Avstralia

Dear Professor Hannan:

I am sending you under separate cover the reprints which
you requested in your letter of April 3rd, As to my having been
turned down for an apnointment in Australia, that is very ancient
nistory. It is completely irrelevant to the present situation and
[ feel very cordial towards my Australian colleagues such as Gordon
3rown, head of the Electrical Enrineering denartment.

Sincere) “ronre

Tarbert Wisner

Ws mmk
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drs imme C7 en
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‘eat VI an:

L am enclosing the correspondence which we receive from
tre, Martin Pender concerning her son, Daniel J, Pender. Ve
rreauly amreciate vrur seeine that this cets into the nroner
nanos.

“ye
ry

werely vours.

fargaret M. Kruger (Mrs,)
‘ary opr |r Prafeggor Wiener

Enclosures
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April 13, 1959

Professor Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

Dear Professor Wiener:

We wonder whether we can schedule your review of

Symposium on Information Theory in Biology for the Autumn

issue of PERSPECTIVES? To include it in that issue we

would need to have the review by the end of May.

With best regards.

Sincerely yours,

%$LateElizabath Munger

Sponsor
DIVvISION OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES

University of Chicago
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Ereig- i Vision des Schizophrenen i griechischer Text bel { Ueberein-nis Dieterich stimmung
Rn on see — —. ———_____  _ZeichenINum
n} Der Kranke sieht "Que = Du wirst sehen+ — x Y SOL

n„ ‚N, an der Sonne YAP And Too dicfov
nämlich von der Scheibe +

(sc. der Sonne) a
és dvdv =wie eine Röhre

¥ EMA MN EYOV= herabhängende
ic {¢ = wenn nach (bzw.aber)

weeSr mtrpeTX MEQY T4 TQSS SA
den Tellen,den gen Südwésten

À TégayTov ae” alfa) TYVs

19 und herwackelÿ

ng so schwankte auch der
Sonnenpentis

— nef=

40 und daraus entsteht

n, 4 der wind

unendlichen wies Ostwind
 i EA eA pres
EV 9 PERNQWASVOS,
Wenn (ng)aber wäre zufällig
gewählt würden wire mit
Bestimmung, - / _

ele TA ASK TOU amin
nach den Teilen des Qstwinds

Oo € T1005 (soe,5 dr æ0S-)
der andere (d.h. die Sonnenèx

; a « 4 x gg’ -
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Wie ersichtlich besteht hier zwischen rzktxyen zehn von elf Ereignissen

sine Uebereinstimmung. Wenn wir uns elner statistis hen Prüfmethode bedienen,

dle unter dem Namen Zeichentést bexannt lst, well dabei einfach die Pluszer ion

und dis Minuszeichen gezählt werden, so bekommen wir ein chi? nach der

l'ormel chi? = bo s Wobel n = a+b bzw. 11= 10 + 1

(10-1-1)2 Ch &gt;
yr = __ == 5,8 Dar kritische Wert von chi liegt

li
für elne Zufal'swshrscheinlichkeit von 2% bei 5,4 . Dis Wahscheinlichkeit. dass

11i&amp;se frannanta Nabersinatimmung 7w1i anhar zweit Tan dey Ko mmilkatian mit ein-



ender ausges-hlossenen Informationen, nämlich der Hallazination des
damals

nei steskranken und dem inedierten griechischen Text auf blossem

zufall beruhe, ist somit sicher kleiner als 2%, Demit 1st das

Resultat gemäss der Konvention der Statistiker als wahrscheinlich

gigniflkant zu bezeichnen, Mit anderen Worten: die Nullhypothese,

welche annimut, dass es sich um ein bhosses sinnloses Spiel des Zufalls

handle, hann wahrscheinlich zurückge$lesen wenden.

Mit dem Zelchentest haben wir uns nun aber einer sehr groben

Prüfungsmethode bedient, Das Resultat wire hier genau das gleiche

rewesen, wenn es sich um einen v5111g banalen Inhalt handeln würde,

vie etwas: Du gehst in die Stadt und kaufst Brot, Butter, Käse, Eler,

Schinken, Speck, Salz und Schmalz ein. Auch in dieser Information

„shten wir 11 Ereignisse, Doch würde niemand viel dahinter suchen,

„enn einmal zwei derartige Informationen unab #nglg von ginander

\bereinstimumen., xärdenx Genz anders mit dem So:rnepha’lus, der an

‚ich schon eine ausgefallene Sache ist, von der die wenigsten

Leute gehört haben dlrften. Dass dann aber dieser beim Hin- und

lerwackeln des Kopfes ebenfalls hin- und hsrschwenkt, und dass darsus
extrem EXKEAXXXHuxxErxkmerywürdéèg.
3er Wind entsteht, i1ct xx mmomañaihemtxdaxx Das fûimgændumh muss doch

irgendwie quantitativ erfassbar sein. Und um dies abzuklären, habe

ich mich an Hern Prof. Wiener gewandt.
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+ am very flattered b- your invitation to peri
the new series entitled "America's Creat Teach~— , .
tempting but I am afraid I shall be compelled - urn - down
For the following reasons, In the first place  find uslevision
work very fatiguing, One meeting can and does put me out of my
stride in work for &amp; week or more. Therefore I have to refuse
television invitations or at least accept them very gingerly.
However, when it comes to accepting invitations gingerly, I am
confronted with a serious difficulty. If I accept some and not
vthers of possibly equal merit, I am making a distinctlon which
is invidious and which can lead to bad feelings. Moreover, I am
put to the necessity of disposing in one way or another of a by
no means negligible group of invitations, It is far more desirable
on my part that these invitations should not come to me and should
not put me to the burden of a plurality of decisions and should not
consume ny time and my judgment, I have therefore adopted a tight
policy of refusing all television invitatiorsof any kind however
meritorious they may be, I hope you will understand the necessity
that I am under of protectine my health and my worl.

» in

I want to call your attention to one interesting fact about your
invitation, Two of the other speakers whom you mentioned are À. À.
Berle and R., Sessions, Berle, Sessions and myself are the three
surviving members of the group of abnormally young students who were
together at Harvard around 1910. The other two members were Houghton
who died of appendicitis during his student days and Sidis who as
you know had an unfortunate breakdown a few years later, Thus, leaving
out Houghton who vas a nonestarter, the record of some degree of success
on the part of this group is three to one, At this late date when
we are all in the middle sixties there can be no question of our careers
being flashes in the pan and the fact that you have seen fit to ask
us shows to me that we have all had worthwhile careers, Hoping you
will understand mv refusal, I remain.

Sincer-~-- ours 3

Norbert Wiener
“re mmc
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Dear Mies Serebnick:

[ wish to compliment you on the very inte:ligent questions
naire you have sent me concerning my new novel, Unlike most
questionnaires it vas ~ nleasure to answer, If you need more
raterial from me I shall =&gt; glad to send it to you but I think
that I have written you all that is necessary. Enclosed you
will find the completed form and a fairly complete list of my
publications.

"eo y vour

Mort-rt Wiener

Ws mmk
Enclosures
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The Albany Medical College of Union University
Albany, New York FOUNDED IN 1839

Department of Anesthesiology April 15, 1959

Doctor Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathetmatics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
cambridge 39, Massachusetts

Dear Dr. Wiener:

I have read with great interest, your letter dated
March 31, 1959. I thouroughly agree with you that the
difficulties of accepting new instrumentation are very great
and that too hasty introduction may bring catastrophic results
in the hands of an inexperienced ovnerator.

However, my initial letter to you which was written
at the suggestion of Dr. Hesser, Professor of Neurology at the
Albany Medical College, was not primarily concerned with the
problem of instrumentation per se, as much as with the problems
of the operational capacity and the organization of the brain
which are obviously put under strain by this instrumentation.
In other words, the problem has come to our attention because
thls new instrumentation has taxed our ability to operate
efficiently and we are trying to know what are the limits
of efficient operation of the brain. In the light of these
considerations, and within the general framework of the out-
line which is in your hands, I am wondering if you would not
like to reconsider your decision and contribute or participate
aS à speaker.

te you,Jui] M.D.
AB/pk

. i / + = / gs



PF. Collier&amp;SonCorporation
640 Fifth Avenue - New York 19, N. Y.

Executive Offices voril 15, 1959

Dear Dr. Wiener

I enclose herewith tear sheets of your excellent article
on Cybernetics. We would very much appreciate your review-
ing this article and making whatever changes you feel are
required to bring it up to date. We will, of course, pay
you for your review and for any new wordage that you feel
is required. (We cannot stipulate the amount of this fee,
however, until we have vour opinion on what has to be done.

Thank vou in advance for vour kind assistance.

Sincerely vours.

AT Gua,
William 7. Couch
Editor-in-Chief
Collier's Encevclonedia

Dr. Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
‘assachusetts Institute of Technology
Jambridge 30. Massachusetts

TTC:EMR:rjis



COS MO P O L A ON
FIFTY-SEVENTH STREET AT EIGHTH AVENUE. NEW YORK 19 N Y= COLUMBUS 5-7300

April 15, 1959

Mr. Norbert Wiener
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

Dear Mr. Wiener-

1 am preparing a column for The American Weekly to be called
"An Expert Speaks." In it will appear distinguished specialists
in verious fields of knowledge - such as Keith Funston, Head
of the New York Stock Exchange, Dr. Cearge Papanicolaou, noted
cancer specialist, and Dr. George Stevenson of the Mental Health
Association. I wonder if you could find time in your busy
schedule to talk with me for a half hour or so about a subject
on which you have written a great deal -- the problems and
pleasures of being an extraordinarily gifted child -- in brief,
3 genius.

I think that your observations and experience would be of great
help to parents of gifted children as well as being quite fascina-
ting in themselves.

I shall be up in Massachusetts on the week-end of April 26-27,
and would be happy to call on yon 2 ww convenience.

-

Lass



 SS iby 1959

Professor Walter A, Rogsenblith
Departr--“ Electrical Engineering
Room 20

Naar Professor Rosenblith:

Fan

ain
"1

Enclosed is a letter which Professor Viener received from
Nn. Chambers of London, England, concerning work on blind

Professor Viener would annreciate your handling the re=
Le informations

“ vOUTS,xrel-

Yargaret ¥, Kruger (Mrs.)
Yr mpbney +0 Peafoeenr Wiener

Enclosure



April 15, 1959

Miss Mary Ward
3ollege of Saint Francis
Joliet, Illinois

Near Miss Yard

Professor Wiener asked me to write and thank you for your
letter of April lst. He can only answer for the work he is
joing at the present and feels you should consult other presente
jay mathematiclans in regard to their work. I am enclosing a
Few reprints of papers by Professor Wiener and hope that these
will give you some information about his present work. I might
also refer you to his latest book which came out in Decerber, 1958,
antitled Nonlinear Problems in Random Theory. It was vublished by
John Wiley © Son, ince in conjunction wie. ‚he Technology Press of

‘‘acerely yours,&gt;

Margaret M. Kruger (Mrs.)
‘screterv to Professor Wiener

inclosures





Third

Annual

Meeting
of the

NEW YORK UNIVERSITY

INSTITUTE OF PHILOSOPHY

MAY 15-16, 1959

DIMENSIONS OF MIND
Chairman, SIDNEY HOOK, New York University

FIRST |
SESSION

Friday, May 15, 1959, at 8:00 p.m.

1 CONCEPT FORMATION IN PHILOSOPHY AND PSYCHOLOGY

Stephen Toulmin, Professor of Philosophy,
University of Leeds, England

B. F. Skinner, Professor of Psychology,
Harvard University

SECOND

SESSION |
I

Saturday, May 16, 1959, at 10:00 a.m.

2. THE BRAIN AND THE MACHINE

Norbert Wiener, Professor of Mathematics,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Michael Scriven, Professor of Philosophy,
Swarthmore College

J. B. Rhine, Professor of Psychology
Duke University

LUNCHEON FOR PARTICIPANTS: 1:00 P.M.. VANDERBILT HALL
THIRD

SESSION | Saturday, May 16, 1959, at 2:30 p.m.

3. THE BRAIN AND THE MIND

Wolfgang Kohler, Emeritus Professor of Psychology,
Swarthmore College

Wilfrid Sellars, Professor of Philosophy,
University of Minnesota

Stephen Pepper, Professor of Philosophy,
University of California

[INTER-AMERICAN SEMINAR ROOM - Room 34€, 3d Floor, Vanderbilt Hall, N.Y.u

ADMISSION BY INVITATION ONLY



CRITERION BOOKS, INC.

257 FOURTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 10, N.Y.

SPRING 7-8830

April 16, 1959

Professor Norbert Wiener
Massachusetts Institute of

Technology
Jambridge, 39, Mass.

Dear Professor Wiener:

We will be publishing shortly,
NHAT IS CYBERNETICS? by GeT.Guilbaud and it would
oe very helpful, in introducing the book to the
American market, to have a brief Preface by some
American authority. I am therefore writing to ask
if you would be willing to consider reading the book
vith the thought of writing such a Preface for us
in minde

Yours sincerely,

À (Cusidney Péilips



April lu, 1959

Miss Elizabeth Munger
Assistant Editor
Perspectives in Biology and Medicine
950 East 59th Street
Chicago 37, Illinois

Dear Kiss Munger:

Thank you for your letter of April 13th, Professor Wiener
is working on his review of Symposium on Information Theory in
Riology and will definitely have it to you by we» nd ot May,
an Tet vou may schedule it for the Autum issue ¢. Persnectives,

Since" ~~

“argaret M. Kruger (Mrs,)
3~aretary to Professor Wiener



ADT As _ ~~39

Dre Julius 4, Stratton, President
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Room 3-208

Near President Stratton:

I wish hereby to make à record of my gratitude to you and
to the Institute for my new appointment as Institute Professor,
[It puts the capstone on the deep relatirns which I have had for
years with the Institute and with you perscnally. The warmth
of your letter means a great deal to me not merely as an official
of the Institute but also as a person, Mr relation with the
Department while officially changed will receive no factual change
through my new appointment and I shall always consider myself a
member of the Department where I have grown up, developed, and
parbicinated for vears,

I intend on the first possible occasion to supplement this
letter by calling at your office and thanking you both in your
capacity as President of the Institute and as an old and very
ear friend.

acere — ‘Our

Norbert Wiener

MARSH



Dr. Norbert diener
lussuichusetts Institute of Technology
Boston, Miss.
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Conies to Dr. Edward Teller and Dr. J. Robert Covenheimer,



A. WARREN STEARNS, M. D.

BILLERICA, MASSACHUSETTS

April 18, 1959.

Professor Norbert Wiener
53 Cedar Road
Relmont, Massachusetts.

Near Professor Wiener:

I have been asked to write a few letters to members of

"he Class of 1909, with which I spent one year, soliciting contributions to

the Alumni Fund at Tufts College.

As you well know, one of the important sources of rev-

enue for endowed colleges is the contributions of the Alumni. On the whole,

the Tufts group has done very well - and especially our Class.

T do hope you will feel like making a contribution of

some sort. You may send it either to me or directly to the Fund.

[ hope also that vou are coming to the Fiftieth Reunion

his June.

Sincerely yours,

 2 So ar.

AWS/pas



2 EL

“OuAR

COMITATO NAZIONALE PER LE RICERCHE NUCLEARI

SCUOLA DI PERFEZIONAMENTO IN FISICA TEORICA E NUCLEARE

NAPOLI - Mostra d’ Oltremare, Pad. 19 - Telef. 387681

Prof. Norbert Wiener

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Jambridge 39, Massachusetts,

Dear Professor Wiener:

"am extremely pleased to hear from Dr. Braitenberg that you

consider spending some time with us in Naples, It will be an honor

and a magnificent opportunity for us: any time of vour choice will be

~onvenient.

I wish also to thank you for having sent me so kindly your

last book, which we are studying with great care.

Tave my thanks for your interest in us and. with Mrs. Wiener,

ny best wishes and regards.

Sincerely yours,
 an

‘ a.
J LAA Ct

Caianiello

CRC:amh



SUT
Maison dédition

Monsieur

Wiener

c/o Hermann, Editeur,
6, Rue de la Sorbonne,

PARIS Ve,

France
/OTRE REFERENCE NOTRE REFERENCE

19/517/Ca/Pe

RéE.: Wiener: Cybernetics.
EL—

technique

Récommandée.

SPALENA 51, PRAHA2 20 avril 1959
TÉLÉPHONE 22 18 88

Monsieur le Professeur,

Nous nous permettons de vous envoyer ci-joint

une copie de notre lettre du 8 janvier adressée à Vous, Monsieur

le Profeseur, sur laquelle nous sommes restés jusqu‘aujourdhui

sans aucune réponse.

Nous vous serions obligés si vous voudriez bien

nous communiquer si vous préparez des changements ou suppléments

de quelques chapitres.
. +

Dans l’espoir de vous lire bientot, nous vous

présentons, Monsieur le Professeur, nos salutations distinguées.

MAISON D'ÉDITION TECHNIQUE
Tne I,Grohman Dr J.BroZ

1 annexe

3ANQUE: STATNI BANKA CS.. PRAHA. No 137.0041

„7 ; -

fm

Ye 11 . 2418 ¢°



Monsieur

VIENZP

c/o Hermonv
6. Tn- *

P

“diteur,
Sorbonne

dr

pn
= a

France

19/8n/™ °°
3 Janvier 1959

Monsieur le ty PNrr *-saseur,

Nous nous permettons de vous faire savoir gue nous ~vons

engaré des traducteurs de votre publication: Cv"

« L &gt;»
je

»

Le 29 Mai 1958 a été convemue avec l’éditeur HEF NN, PARIS

que notre maison comme traducteur s “engage à apport-v au texte

publié les corrections que vous exigerez lors de la traduction.

Nous vous prions donc, Konsieur le Professeur, au Cas, que vous

préparez des changements ou suppléments de quelque chapitres,
de nous les en- - - war 446% que possible, car nous avons l’inten-

tion de tern’ - ‚tion jusqu’au ler Juin 7772,

Dans 1 attent : —&gt; bientot, Mon-*--&gt;" * 7- f oageur,

nous vous : * l’assurone

dirtin-

a "TR

,



ALAND. HAAS pass Fentures rin ht crs brs, mers
42 West 12th St, New York Cit

OR 5.8665

April 20,1959

Norbert Weiner
Professor of Mathematics
lasse Inst, ef Tech,
cambridge, Mase,

Yaar lr. meiner:

I am a writer/photocranher engaged in the preduction of features
rticles for netional magazines,

I am currently seeking te lecate a gifted child, age abeut 10 a 11
years, who 1s attending college anywhere in the US, The child would
pe the subject of a feature story for Cosmopelitan magazine in a
ferthcoming education issues

Knowing of your interest in gifted children I theughlpe rhaps yeu could
help me locate such a chlld, De yeu knew ef any such youngste# er can
you find eut 1f any exist? I need to have a subject fer this essay
within a very few days, and weuld greatly appreciate your letting me
tmew within the week if you have any infermation.

Your coeperation wlll be greatly eppreciated by myself and the magazine,

Very sincerely yours,

Alan D. Haas
ADH :ma



Faul Watzlawick
11 Av.Sur y 4a C.F., No.10
jan Salvador, 31 Salvador, C.A. 20 April 1959

Prof. Norbert Wiener

c/o Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Mass.

vear rrofessor Wiener:

{ am at present working as professor of psychopathology and
psychotherapy at the University of El Salvador. My contract ex-
pires at the end of this year. Before returning t» murope I
want to go to the United States for further studies.

Because of my experience in World war II with firing pre-
lictors I have become very interested in your research in Cy-
sernetics. Since working in the field of psychotherapy, how-
ever, I have been particularly fascinated by certain aspects
&gt;f your work and the analogies with problems regarding the
working and the evolution of the human mind.

AS you know, psychoanalytic therapy uses certain concepts,
such as defense mechanisms, ambivalence, pro- and regression
If libido etc. - to mention just a few - the existence of which

can be empirically proven, although the actual process involved
is a matter of mere hypothesis. Modern peychoanalysis has also
nad to acknowledge one of the basic laws of Gestalt psychology
according to which the whole is always more than the sum total
If all parts. [hese particular aspects of psychoanalysis still
need a great deal of research and study and psychoanalysis should
therefore, be receptive to any leads that other fields of science
nay offer.

As I understand that not only neurologists, but also psycho-
logists ars at times collaborating in certain lines of research
wOTk in cybernetics, I wonder if there is any possibility of
ny being admitted to such work. Attached is a biographical data
sheet, giving my education and professional activities to date.

I can assure you that any advice or help you may be able to
give me in this matter will be deeply appreciated. Thanking you
in advance, I am

Encl.: 3

yours truly

ie , ‘

 (WMA 7

(Faul watzlawick, Fh.D..



DICGRAIHICAL DATA

Pb * WAÏZLA TOK, born on 25 July 1521
Austrisn citizen,
termanent adoress:

present address:

v3 VIL LACH (Austria)

varmbad- Villach, Villa Scotti,
Austria;
41 Av.£ur y 4a C.P., No. 10
San Salvador, [1 Salvador, Ce Ade

Education

tlementary Echool and college in Austria;

1945-1949: University oi Venice (Italy), Hod.rn Languages
and Philosophy;

Graduation from a/m University, Discertation on
"The TFhilosophy of V1, Solovev", Fh.D.

Institute Dr Analytical Psychology, Zurich
(Ewvitzerland): theoretical and practical training
in psychotherapy; training analysis (3} years)
znd control analyses (approx. 200 hours), partly
performed in Zurich and partly in Home under the
supervision of a training analyst accredited with
the Institute;

during the same period: 2 semesters pgychiatry
and psychology at the University of Zurich}; com
plementary courses on psychodiagnostics and other
test methods at the Institute for Ap;lied Fsycho=
logy, Zurich; 9 months practice in clinical psycho
logy in two mental hospitals near Zurich;

final examinations and diploma in analytical
Fsychology, Zurich.

rrofessionsl activities
1946 — end of 1350: secretary and persons”

Deputy Director of Publi
of Trieste (organization,
problems of uelinguencv);

June 192%: psychotherapeutic practice in Donmbay,
mostly in co-operation with the physicians of the
uropean fiospital (short analyses);

February 1957: psychological practice in funich
(Germany) and part-time collaborator of Pref.Dr.
Hans Lender, University of Freiburg (Germany) and
Cirector of the Institute for Frontier Areas of
Fsychology and Mental lealth, Freiburss

1:57: professor oi general psychopatnolosy, baslc
neychiatry, peychosomatics and neychotherapy atr
the Medical and Thilosophical Faculties rospectz-
vely, National University of 7] Salvador; (total
number oi lectures by the end of 1953 will he
=honnt 350)+

+-n+ to the (Critish)
v, 1 ge Territory

weatigations, general



(Fioyrarhical data, contd.)

sines May 1953;

since July 17°F

(in addition to the above) private psychotherapeutic
rractice in Sar Salvador;

(in addition to the above) psychological consultant
to the Rehabilitation Center for Blind Chilaren,
San Salvador.

Frofessional memberships
Constitutional member of the Association of sraduate Analytical

Isychologists, Zurich;
Individual member of the International Association 1or Analytical

rsychology, Zurich.

LAL ING es

Mother tongue German; inglish, Italian,
working knowledge of french; reading

Spanish fluently; good
knovledre of Eussiane

references

Institute for Analytical Psychology, Gemeinécotrasse 27, Zurich 32,
Switzerland;

_rnst Bernhard, M.D., peychotherapist, via Gregoriana 12, home (Italy):

Kurt Zinswanger, M.D., psychiatrist, roussonsatrasee 15, Zurich 44;

Hans Borchers, M.D., lecturer, Medical Clinic, University of tunich;
Kenneth 5. Boñd, F.0.C.3. (England). Consulting Surgeon to the

Bombay Muropean Hospital Trust, D,Desai Ror”. Bombay &lt;6, India;
Ke We Bash, 1..D., psychiatrist, at present Medical Officer, W.li.0.,

Abassia Yental Hospital, Cairo (i);

Joss Kuri, =. 5, neurologist, Dean of the Medical School, National
University of El Salvador, Calle Arce 1479, San Salvador, _l
Salvador, C.A (I should appreciate prior notification before
writing to Dr.kuri.)
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Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Jambridee, Massachusetts

\ttention: Dean. ©

Dr. Norbert Weiner, who is your Mathematics and Cybernetics expert
28 I understand it, is a consultant for industries in the United
States. Could you please tell me the names of the industries for
which he acts as consultant?

‘hank you very much for your information in this matter

HRY Fe LDaRT
iéucasional Directe
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THE ROYAL COLLEGE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
RESIDENTIAL CENTRE FOR MANAGEMENT STUDIES

Head of Department of Industrial Administration
PROFESSOR C. MACRAE, C.B.E., D.PHIL.

Your Ref...…..………………sserressrnrence

Rent

1

T5553

CHESTERS, BEARSDEN,
GLASGOW

TEL: OFFICE—BEARSDEN 2275
DOMESTIC BURSAR—BEARSDEN 4677

 + 2 A 47 1080

Mrs, Margaret M, Kruger,
secretare to Prof-ranr Wiener

Denartment of Mathematics,
Vassantmimascue TInahitenta of Technology,’ Cees aU M

Famhridge, 9,vu; -

VASSACAJSETTS
10€

Mya roJenr Mrs, Kmger,

Thank vm for your letter of March 17+h, Pnelosirs
anme metanial which T had left in vonr office,

Wonld yon please give Profeganr Wiener my kindest
regards and tell him thet T greatly enjoyed the visit wh’ =n IT had
with him end that IT am hopefnl that he will beaht © 7 4

Flansgos vhon net ha vieits Britain.

Vonrs sincerelr,[ES





Do we trust our machines

too much—or not enough?

Mechanized Decisions
and Human Problems

HaroLp WEBSTER

Historians explain, perhaps with some oversimplification, that scien-
tific progress has been paid for by loss in pride. For example, our ancestors
had scarcely recovered from the shock of finding that the earth was not
the center of the universe when evolution and psychoanalysis made
further assaults on their feelings of self-importance. It appears that a
similar kind of change in self-regard is still going on: it is becoming
increasingly evident that modern man cannot have confidence in the
wisdom of his judgments unless he is willing to depend on calculating
machines to increase the effectiveness of his own reasoning. The entire
realm of policy decision-making within many institutions is being revolu-
tionized by new methods of collating and evaluating the information
upon which decisions rest.

The revolutionaries themselves are inconspicuous enough; they are
mostly mathematicians and scientists who describe their interests with
seemingly innocuous phrases such as “theory of games,” “information
theory,” “decision functions,” and “operations research.” Actually, the
effects of these areas of research on society have not been fully recognized
or appreciated. Just as the psychoanalytic movement had its prophets, its
Herbarts and Groddecks, so the current change in social decision-making
was foreseen by mathematicians such as von Neumann, Wald, and
Wiener. Psychoanalysis wounded our vanity because it demonstrated
how rational intentions to satisfy needs are so very often frustrated by
behavior which, because of unconscious motives, is inappropriate for
that purpose. It is more ironic to be confronted with evidence that even
when there are no unconscious or ethical conflicts, leaders are unable to

make wise decisions without depending upon arithmetical recipes.
The movement is widespread and growing rapidly; even though it

is impossible to see exactly what is happening, the kinds of problems

Reprinted from Tue Humanist, 1958, No. 6. Copyright 1958 by The American
Humanist Association, Yellow Springs, Ohio.



discussed below may be expected to increase. Many examples of the
effects of applying mathematical decision functions to the activities of
industry or business could be cited. Readers are certainly acquainted with
some of the problems posed for labor by automation; there seems to be
less awareness of its drastic effects upon management. Automation even-
tually enables a project or production line to “run itself,” in the sense
that decisions must depend on what comes out of computers, which are

continuously fed information about the operation process. Some important
policy decisions are, of course, required in order to determine initially
what is to be fed into the computers. One object of operations research,
however, is to find the procedures by which even these “input” decisions
can be routinized. We can easily imagine how this “escape from freedom,”
even from daily decision-making, might have disturbing effects upon
imaginative and responsible company managers.

Problems of Prediction

A typical example is provided by an expanding dairy company which
needed to revise its program for shipping milk. This involved changing
dispatchers’ schedules to include new areas, in competition with other
companies, while maintaining service in older areas in which the demand
for milk was less variable. After much study, company officials whose
task it was to solve the problem found themselves at odds with each
other, and hired the services of consultants. A mathematician, using data
from the company’s accounting office, was able to offer a succession of
solutions, corresponding to successive hypothetical expansions in service.
Having available the inevitable electronic computer, he could thereafter
experiment with “linear programming,” even when unforeseen changes
suddenly arose, until satisfactory solutions entailing known acceptable
risks were found. An immediate social effect, as described by the mathe-
matician, was a gain in power within the company by the official most
willing to understand and use the method, and a feeling of frustration
among the others. It is likely, however, that more important changes
have been occurring within the dairy market itself, where competitors
will be forced either to adopt similar methods or else to take unnecessary
risks to earn comparable profits.

® HaroLp WEBSTER has taught psychology, and done educational and psy-
chological research for Vassar College. He is now working at the Center for
the Study of Higher Education at the University of California in Berkeley.
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An example of resistance to the revolution in decision-making was
described recently by a psychologist employed by a branch of the armed
services. A high-ranking commander insisted on organizing his specialists
and their supplies differently from the distribution “ordered” by the
mathematical model, even though it was agreed that in the past he had
obviously been no match for the computer. It is, of course, also easy to
find examples where policy makers would like to put newer methods
into effect but are unable to do so because of generalized resistance from

members of their own organizations. Resistance probably arises within
many kinds of institutions today, and there is a belief in some quarters
that the new methods entail a “dehumanization” of relationships such
that the sternest counter-revolutionary measures are warranted.

This brings us to some more serious problems, the ethical issues

arising from attempts to apply mathematical decision methods in areas
such as education, medicine, and politics. Decision conflicts in these areas
affect immediately the welfare of individual scholars, patients, and citi-
zens; and we are likely therefore to feel more uneasy about the errors

made than we would about either reduced profits for a few competing
corporations or malassignment within our emergency-minded armed
services. Ten years ago in England, a study of two liver ailments was
carried out for the purpose of improving diagnosis. The two illnesses are
difficult to distinguish at the onset, but without proper treatment one of

them usually proves fatal. The disorders are, therefore, easily distinguish-
able in the final phase. Using the data from available case histories, out-
comes of which had been observed, it was possible to assign to each of a

number of symptoms a different weight, derived mathematically in such
a way as to provide a composite measure which could be used to mini-

mize the number of misdiagnoses. Although there was evidence that the
resulting classification function diagnosed new, primary stage cases with
less error than that arising for conventional diagnosis, the entire process
was regarded with profound skepticism and no little aversion by the
majority of medical specialists who learned about it.

Other similar applications in medicine could be cited. It may not be
very long before medical practitioners will need to compare their own
rates of misdiagnosis for certain kinds of illnesses with the rates obtained
asing computers. There is actually little doubt that the computers, with
their unerring “memory” for the numerous symptoms of many case his-
tories, will eventually win out quite easily. Meanwhile, the ethical conflicts
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which can arise during the transition from the present period of intuitive
recognition and weighting of symptoms to the future period of statistical
diagnosis are not hard to visualize—they may even be severe enough to

lead some physicians to study probability decision functions! The reader
can participate vicariously in this kind of decision problem by imagining
that his own child is ill. Will the illness progress somewhat as it has in

thousands of previous similar illnesses for children of this age? In this
case the machine containing the mass of case history information could

easily win, specifying the probabilities of various subsequent disease
states, in competition with human diagnosticians. Or will the illness be
“entirely unique”? If this were so, then the medical specialists’ intuitions
might be more effective.

Problems of Selection

The problems of classifying or predicting the course of illnesses have
received very little attention in comparison with the problems of classify-
ing students or potential students. The increase in numbers of college
students now presents certain urgent problems. Does a college have the
right to admit some students and to deny admission to others? This
question, phrased here as an ethical inquiry, is too broad to explore in
depth. We can preface the discussion with two simplifying observations.
First, policy makers have always had to assume the responsibility, whether
‘hey liked it or not, for making decisions which influence the future
welfare and status of other people. Second, educators, who have been no
exception to this rule, will probably be required to go on attempting to
identify the better students for the purpose either of favoring them for
admission to college or for recommending them in preference to others
for graduation, with or without certain honors or distinctions. Of course,
theoretically our society could put a stop to these kinds of decisions by
insisting that educators admit everyone to college, and later graduate
everyone with no distinctions. But this seems unlikely to happen, at least
in the immediate future.

Suppose that, whether we like it or not, we have to decide which

applicants to admit to a college. What information shall be used to make
the best decision? Perhaps it should first be emphasized that the problem
of selecting students for admission to college has a determinate solution
only if some criterion of successful performance in college exists. The
whole selection procedure would necessarily be entirely arbitrary and
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meaningless if it were not possible to distinguish some kinds of variations
in student performance, or to assess in some crude way the extent to which

students realized the goals of their education. A few teachers are likely
to flounder at precisely this point: they are either unwilling or unable
to define what they are trying to do in terms which can be related to

students’ experiences. Reluctantly assigning some letter grades, they may
even declare that the grades are meaningless!

The great majority of teachers try seriously, however, to invest grades,
or other similar kinds of ratings, with meaning. At least some partly
valid criterion with which success of college performance can be assessed
therefore exists for most colleges. Current educational research, moreover,
is aimed at broadening our knowledge of what happens to students dur-
ing their college years, so that more general criteria of educational growth
are already being investigated.

The current practice among leading colleges is to admit students
mainly on the basis of probable future success as measured by grades;
and it is now generally known that past performance in secondary school,
for example, rank in high school graduating class, and the scores on
certain ability and aptitude tests are the best predictors of future college
grades. This practice seems to be followed partly because no one can
think of anything else that works as well. In a few cases where other
criteria of selection have been employed, the institutions have been
severely criticized.

For example, it is now known that various motivation measures and
certain attitudes toward studying will also contribute significantly to the
grade-prediction formula. But when such measures were actually included
in a selection test battery which is widely used in England, the educators
were accused of unfairness by some political leaders. Here the ethical
conflict seems clear: even though chances of success in later academic

work are increased by possession of certain attitudes and motives, should
not one of the functions of college education be to try to induce just
these attitudes and motives? In other words, it might be argued that
institutions of higher learning should be prepared to spend more time
changing the attitudes and motives of potentially good students, rather
than giving preference to those who already have strong motivation for
college achievement. The opposing argument is equally clear: why should
college professors, who are usually expected to be doing many other
things, also be asked to assume the responsibility for a task which—if it
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were at all possible to accomplish—should have been achieved much
sarlier by other institutions such as the secondary school, the home, and
the community?

Note that in the case just described, the computer had not been used
to help decide which kinds of college admission tests to employ. Instead,
this important preliminary decision, which had to be made despite dis-
agreement among citizens concerning the function of their universities,
was effected by traditional methods. The decision to include motivation
measures among the admission tests was a failure, if only because it was

politically impossible to implement it. Conceivably it might have been
better if the computer had been used to help make this preliminary
decision. For example, it might have been used either to process public
opinion data concerning the desired function of universities, or else to
work out a “game theory” strategem for implementing the decision in
che face of political opposition. Either of these moves would have brought
:ven the required preliminary decision concerning choice of admission
‘ests into the domain of the newer decision processes. This kind of situa-

tion provides only one example of changes in social leadership function
which may be expected to occur more and more frequently in society.

Political decision-making will not be discussed here at length. It is
generally known that during the last decade politicians have paid increas-
ing attention to public opinion poll data, sometimes to their disadvantage.
Merely giving citizens what they think they want is obviously no sub-
stitute for leadership in any form of society. It is likely that with the
gradual improvement of voting prediction techniques, however, pre-
slection polls will assume increasing importance in political strategies;
and this will present the politician with all kinds of ethical problems, a
few of them quite new.

Problems of Information

One of the main sources of resentment of mechanical processing of
nformation to be used for making decisions can be traced to various

misconceptions of what constitutes useful information. For example, some
eachers still behave as though they could agree among themselves,
research findings to the contrary, on the reflexive information present in
sssays. We may never be able reliably to assess the merit of the essay until
-eachers actually begin to regard it as a way of communicating informa-
on about some topic other than itself. On the other hand, there is often
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resentment of the use of certain procedures for obtaining information
because it is known that it is intended for use routinely with mathematical
decision functions. Upon being asked which tests he would require for
admitting students to college, a professor recently stated that he would
use no paper-and-pencil tests at all, but instead would depend entirely
on interviews—or if it were impossible to interview all applicants, then
he would admit all of them, “first come, first served.” This attitude reveals
(among other things) a belief that more valid information is obtained by
interviewing than by other methods, a view which receives almost no
support from past and current social research. Regardless of the future
of interviewing as a method, it has not been very useful, when compared
with other data sources, for predictions of achievement.

[t is easy to sympathize with the professor, however, for he was aware
of certain general social trends toward conformity and routinization, as
described so dramatically by observers such as Riesman and Whyte. The
recommendation to eliminate “routine” methods of selection in favor of

more personal ones, though understandable, is premature.
We need new ways of encouraging and nurturing humanistic values

within all institutions, and this would seem particularly desirable in the
case of the colleges. In moving in this direction, however, we cannot deny
the reality of the new decision-making movement, many aspects of which
appear to be irreversible. A more realistic plan is to attempt zo humanize
decision processes. First, however, let us consider some of the problems
which must be solved before this will be possible.

It will be possible to humanize modern decision procedures only if
we are willing to accept what they are revealing to us about certain limi-

tations of our rational processes. We have a proud but exaggerated belief
that we are able to make decisions which actually have the serious effect
of determining our future. It appears that even though computers cannot
help us to predict very well the course of events in individual lives, we
zan predict even less well without them. The best intuitive predictions
of human behavior are significantly less precise than the very poor
predictions made by using mathematical methods; and this is true for
general behavior of immediate importance, as well as for most behavior
which occurs in the distant future. No wonder that mental hygienists
stress the “acceptance of destiny” as a prerequisite to health!

Some behavior is aimless, and a great deal of it is unrelated to the
earlier conscious decisions of one’s life. Perhaps this is largely due to the
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intervention or impact of unforeseen circumstances on personal plans,
such that our information can never be sufficient for much effective

planning. Whatever the reasons, most behavior cannot have.been “de-
cided upon” in some unequivocal fashion during earlier periods of life.
This is sometimes a cause for sorrow, even among a few social scientists

who still persist in confusing prediction with understanding. The two
concepts should not be confused, of course, for prediction is subordinate
to understanding; although understanding behavior implies its pre-
dictability, the converse is not true.

The discovery that so much behavior is unpredictable might be
interpreted to show that there is much freedom of choice in living—were
it not for the fact that, on the contrary, most persons subscribe to the

illusion that their planning is highly effective, hence quite restrictive on
their behavior. And they may even subscribe to this myth despite the
fact that many a “decision” is made without benefit of any relevant exist-
ing information. A great deal of what has previously been thought of as
efficient communication for the purpose of effecting rational decisions has
not been that at all—it has been mostly irrational noise. It is not difficult
to find examples of decisions made after a great deal of conversation in
which there has actually been no appreciable communication of informa-
tion. Many decisions, therefore, are either arbitrary or entirely dependent
upon unconscious needs. This fact must be understood before we can

safely attempt to improve modern decision processes.
Even though the relative importance of various kinds of decisions is

still largely uninvestigated, it appears that a person makes more decisions
in an hour of mental testing than he usually makes in several hours of
interviewing or in several weeks of conversations with friends. Most pre-
dictable behavior is not understood, so there is no very good reason why
we should be concerned about failures of mental tests to predict behavior
in the distant future. Other more immediate behavior, which appears
to be partly dependent upon certain continuous decision processes, may
be highly predictable; but it is only now being conceptualized by social
scientists, often with the aid of mental tests, for purposes of further study.

It would seem to be a poor time to dispose of mental tests as “un-

scientific,” as W. H. Whyte advocates in The Organization Man. The
personnel problems of modern corporations, as described by Mr. Whyte,
are probably not very different from many of the problems of student
selection. or classification. which are confronting colleges today. If cor-
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porations want to select conformists in preference to other kinds of em-
ployees, then it seems that they have every right to do so, at least until
the larger society either makes them stop or else insists on the use of
certain safeguards of the rights of the individuals concerned. (It might
be hoped, if corporations exercise the right to select conformists, that
they will also have the courage to perish from stagnation!) But do they
indeed have a right to reject the nonconformists? As in the case of the
colleges, such an ethical inquiry seems meaningless without attention to
the presumed function of corporations within the larger society. On
humanistic grounds the inquiry cannot be answered, of course, without a
direct concern for the individual and his rights.

We can well imagine a case where a nonconformist, having been

informed of the function of the corporation, and having been given the
opportunity to compare its aims with his own—as revealed, say, by test
data or by interviews—would happily go elsewhere. We are not especially
concerned with this kind of employee, nor with a college student, for
instance, who on the basis of what is believed to be the best information
available has changed his choice of a college. We are more interested in

the responsibilities to the prospective employee or student who, despite a
poor prognosis for a successful future within the institution, will never-
theless be willing to take the risk if admitted.

In order to humanize decision processes, we should, therefore, pay
more attention to the use of the relevant information by the individuals

who are being classified. This is exactly what at least one large western
university has been attempting to do: each student is presented with his
computed probability of success in various specialties within the institu-
tion, and then encouraged to make his choice. He knows the odds which
the counselors think are against him if he decides to attempt an area

of study for which the obtained data indicate a very small probability
of success. Surely this kind of information can do him no harm. If he is a
rare case destined to succeed against high odds, then he may very well
know this, even though the institution does not; he will in any case be
assuming a risk about which he will have more information than if he
had not seen his classification data. The only objection the writer has
heard to this procedure (made by a parent of a prospective student) was
that the predominance of peculiarly adaptable students might encourage
college departments to become set in their ways, much as conforming
employees might paralyze corporations into static, unimaginative masses.
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From the viewpoint of college teachers this danger is accompanied by
at least one advantage, which, of course, consists of easing the task of
reaching “misfits” who would otherwise be admitted unnoticed. Never-
theless, the danger remains; and it might be necessary eventually to
defend actively against it, either by admitting more students who are
large risks, or else by asking departments to conduct studies of the very
students whom they may understand least well, that is, those for whom
‘he probabilities of success seem very small.

The inevitability of the spread of these new decision methods should
certainly not be a cause for discouragement or alarm. Initial misapplica-
tions or injustices are probably partly due to failures to recognize inherent
limitations; for example, failure to realize that no amount of information
will be sufficient to effect perfectly errorless decisions, especially when
social policy is desired. Initial shortcomings may also be due to a tendency
to forget that, ideally, decision functions should be recomputed constantly
on the basis of new information. Finally, the fact that classification data
are for democratic and educational reasons “fed back” to the very in-

dividuals who are being classified does not necessarily mean that the
institution concerned will become overstabilized.
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April 22, 1959

Jr. Antonio Boba
«nnfstant Professor of Anesthesiology
Ih Albany Medical Collere of Union University
A Thane. Ness Yor’

fy doe ov À

v am afraid that I will be unable to participate in your
Yoverder conference, As the topic for the conference seens to
he set very definitely, I do not see that there 18 much scove
For remarks on ry pert that sre not directly within this sot
frame, 1 am profoundly skeptical of the present tendency to
mltiply conferences with prescribed topics and I do not feel
that I will have very mich to contribute.
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Farbe.t Wiener
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Wr. Thomas J. Fleming
Excoutive Editor
Sosmopolitan
Fiftyeseventh Street at Eishth Avenue
Yew York 19. Yew York

Near Mr. Fleming:

I shall be very glad 1f you can Come up and we can tal toe
zether off the record, However, I cannot promise 4: oiv- vou
saterial for your column. If you are willing to vu: wivn me
cnowing that this talk is more than likely to prove fruitless as
3 Source of new muterial for vou, I shall be glad to se" voue

Jinceraly vours

forbert Wiener

We mmc



Professor Lee Lorch
Department of Methemati.or
resleyan Univers:
Middletown, Connen.

Deer Professor Lore.

I have at hand your letter of April éths For the present
I have been tco occupied to give your letter the attention that
it descrves but now that my duiles are a little more off my back,
I shall study it most carefully. I think that your conjecture is
closely connected with the reductions of the method of summation
to a method where the kernel function is a difference and that the
k depends on the transformation necessary to make this reduction,
As soon as I have thought the matter out more, I shall write to vou
acrsîin.

S5ince. -1 yours

Norbert Wiener
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April 23, 1959

Professor Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Near Professor Wiener:

I am enclosing, belatedly, an edited version of our inter-
view as it will appear in the June issue of CHALLENGE. I
rust vou are satisfied with it.

If, however, you find any basic error of fact and/or inter-
pretation, I shall appreciate your letting me know as soon
as possible.

Thank vou once again for a most stimulating experience.

Sincerely,

Ar

Martin Kessler
Senior Editor
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Dear Prof.

I shall ta at the meeting on Mew 16th but T doubt
the other dav's meeting, 10 I stay .n Ne” York I vis +
sceupied with wo to ¢ end ~~ wv. ~r davgh*

Jersey,
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can come to
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AS to the tonic of my talk. I think I shall sneak on the problem
»f the prograrming of preerammine and of machines of hirher logical types
in the sense of Bertrand Rus--11'" use of the work ty=., It has cone to
the practical attention of peonls e~nstructing computing machi es and
automatic factories that the task or organizing the program of consecutive
operations of such an instrument i= ny no means easy. There has been in
sany quarters an attemnt to relerata at least à portion of this work to
machine computation which is what I call machine computation of a hicher
types In this computation the elements to be determined are rather lorical
steps to be taken in a definite order than numerical quantities, A cone
siderable amount of progress in this direction has already been made and
I have been shown sore of the results of this work in programming an auto
atic milline machine both as far as the detailed program is concerned and
18 far as the mechanical results of this rrogramming., This question of
the prorramming of programming is most important both as an indication of
some of the problems which the brain has and as a source of a new conception
of the possibilitics ard responsibilities of the machine. From the point
sf view of the brain, it represents an increasing mechanical understanding
of what we can call the hirher functions, Tecause we now have an application
of mechanism not merely to the slavish following out of a program into which
3ll the essential elements of human thourht bive been rut in advance, but
an actual aid to the lower stapes of thought itself, It has been a common
sroblem of those wWic emphasize the difference between the brain and the
machine to say that the machine cannot do anything original but is merely én
sxecutory enlargement of the scope of the human beings who have made ib.
It has even been supposed that those who have made a machine mst have
automatically a full comprehension of all the possibllities of performance
sf the machine and that the dangers mentioned by Samuel Butler that the
machines may to some extent control humanity are absurd and empty. How
that the machines are stepping up one or more siages in their functions,
this idea of the machine is already insufficient and the difficultiesz and
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jangers conceived by Samuel Butler assume a new actuality. I can 1llus=
trate this best bv considering what is after all a minor function of the
machine: that of playing games, One must realize that very considerable
srogress has been made in the construction of chess playing machines and
that very rreat prorress has been made in the congtruction of machines
to nlay checkers. Chess nlaying machines as of now will counter the
moves of a master game with the right moves recognized in the textbooks
ap to some point in the mid-game. It is true that when they po wrong,
they wi’l go very wrong and commit sbsurdities, In checkers the plays
pf the machine up to the very end game are already recognized to be better
than the plays of a checker master, At the end game where the problem
is not so much that of immediate captures as that of moving over an ale
most empty board into a good strategic position for later cantures, the
machine is not yet so totally satisfactory. On a nearly empty board one
mot look further alread than when the boar’ “&gt; reasonzbly occunied.

Now, let us consider the game playinrs machine from the point of
view of the o~—~~inc nlaver, In order tn elirinate the prejudices which
this player *~ have on the basis of 824.1 rv seeing à machine before
"im, let us eurpose that the machine is beine »end to play corresnondence
chess where the opposing player receives his sntagonist's moves in the
familisr form of a postcard. In such a cass the attitude of the onnonent
to the machine will be initially the same ¢- tht of the opponent to a
person. It is immossibile to play a gene of 1 oh skill without getting
an impression of the game personality of the antagonist. With a machine
playing in accordance with an absolutely set prosram the opponent will
ret the impression of a game personality which will be rigid and inflexible.
This will not be the case if he is playing against a machine with higher
order programming. Such a machine will store up in its memory a mass of
previously played gares and to some extent will erase from its memory the
results of games played a long time ago, Within linits on the basis not
only of its own plays but of the pames played against it, it will determine
a policy which is optirum not. in the abstract but in view of the success
or failure of earlier ramecs and of earlier moves, As a consequence the
tricks that the human player against it willl have made at the beginning
will cease in time to be as effective as they once were and the machine
will learn and benefit by the intellipence of its opponent, Such a machine
will give a far less rigid irmression of its nlaying personality and will
rradually get on to the favorite tricks of the other player which will
thereby come to lose their effectiveness, - It will not be at all easy for
the human vlaver to be sure that he is nlaving a machine and not 8 nersone

In the case of such a machine while the reneral policy will be out
into the machine by a nerson, the detailed ann:ications of this policy in
particular instances may not and in general will not be known to those
who have prorranmed ite There will be a strong unpredictable or at least
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What can he done in the cas. niaying machine can also be
done in the case r? &amp; commu 1 Automatic factory, This
gives rise to certain quesvion auvasi mr | and &amp; quasi human nature,
iore there arises the furfament. arsd~x rf (saverv. I do not refer to
the cruelty of slavery which wt can neglect entirely for the moment as
I do not suppose that we shall feel any moral responsibility for the wele
fare of the machine, I do refer to the contradietions besetting slavery
as to its effectiveness, À slave 1s expected to have two qualities, that
of intelligence and that of subservience, These two qualities are by no
means perfectly compatible. The more intelligent the slave is the more
he will insist on his own way of doing things in opposition to the way
of doing things imposed on him by his owner, To this extent he will cease
to be a slave, Similarly the machine with a higher order programming will
do things that we may not have foreseen in detail, The result is that in
the employment of such a machine are bound to find sooner or later thot
the purpose of the machine does not conform to the detailed mode of action
which we have chosen for it, Indeed it is just because of such considerw
ations that we have relegated to the machine its function of verformance.

With a machine of this sort the dangers signalled by Butler become
Immediate, ‘here we do not fully understand we shall be under pressure
to conform ard to a certain extent the machine rather than ourselves will
be the lord of such performance, This lmnoses upon us new obligations and
new responsibilities, The machine will still be literal minded on its
highest level and will do what we have told it to do rather than what ve
want it to do and what we imagine we have told it to do. Here we dig inte
the moral problems which earlier reneratiors have faced on the level of
magic, Jacobs! story The Monkey's Paw as well as Goethe's poem of The
Marician's Annrentice and the Arabian Nights legend of the fishermanand
the genie call Unis matter to our attentions The Monkey's Paw gets tts
owner a small fortune at the cost of the mangling of his son in the machinery
of the factory in which he works, The Marigian's Avprentice was learnt
the words by which the broomstick was made to fetch water but has not yet
learnt the words to stop it, The genie in the botlle once it had been re-
leased by the fisherman has a will of its own which is bent on his destruction.
These tales of imagination cease to be tales of imagination once we have
actually made working agencies which go beyond the complete comprehension
of those wio have constructed them, There is nothing which will automatically
make the automatic factory work for human good unless we have determined this
human good in advance and have so constructed the factory as to contribute te
it, If our sole orders to the factory are for an increase in production
without rerard to the nosaib{ià aspects of this new and vast vroduetivitv
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and without regard to the problems of unemplevmeny and -
oution of human labor. there is no self working rine
Paire whichwill make them redound to our benefit and e
from contributing to our own destruction, The respor
antomation are new, profound, and difficult,
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Tht~ ia a rough summary of the topics I wish to bring ups I don't
intend * confine myself to the repetition of these words ard I am rather
Leathe write them down in much more detail than I have here. I hove
the gum~o—— 1 met vour needs.
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Ermaus,Pa

2h April 1959

Dear “rofessor Wiener,

Sherwood Mercer sent me that pamphlet with your talk
before that Columbia-and-whatnot engineering group. I didn't
read the others yet,because I was most interested in yours and
have since passed the pamphlet around among some friends. You
gave such a true picture of the generation difference and atl the
same time made yourself clear through the beautiful picture of
your childhood environment and your father's mind! I have assocl-
atéd a great deal with Jews, from my childhood in Nirnberg till
now, that I am sure you also gave the right '"causzal" explanation
Of course,not all Talmud scholars had brains,but they all have
a respect for reading and learning and matters of the mind,and
that 1s inbred and part of the bioclogical structure,l am sure;
for that silly separation of "environment" 2nd "heredity" is
obviously impossible logically,unless we have a soul substance
that is free from cur bodily existence. I see now in my little
jaughter--I am fifty-five and therefore able to see much that a
young father wouldn't even know how to look for -- traces of a
physiological and psychologicel structure that recallg much from
my father and myself etc. And I have often remarked in classes
that the Jewish students were the only ones who could be called

‘ntellectual, though occasionally we get come others, (taoush Cut
hardly anyone from the *ennsylvania German element / But enough
of this.! just wanted to sav something because I enjoyed vour
talk so much.

I enclose something that may not interest you,since
the approach is far from mathematical. But I wanted to get at it
in the round-about wey that lawyers use when they know they will
lose in the lower court and mean to lay the foundation for an
zppeal. I had to use the historian'e mimicry before + could venture
into that motter of mathemetical psychology. 1 don't know whether
1 am right about ît.But I think the essence was already seen by
Euler; that applying numbers 1s already setting up proportions
(since one refers something to unity etc.); otherwise it would be
inexplic-~ble why such naive notions as Faracays or,for that matter
Mexwell's would "work"ör why ideal passes and idesl pendula etc.
satisfied the needs until refinements could be developed. And
then the presumption #€&amp;a that the totality of mathematics and
theoretical physics is also such a "unit" by which a good deal
of ‘reality’ is understood. Not just the model idea,but rather more
directly. inst of what matters ls said in paregrarzhs 2 ff.—

Thenther day I thought of something that may bo nonsense;
but as there is no good mathematiclan,let alone a phy-icist of any
Importance at our college, I cannot test out the matter as I would
neve at Rice &lt;notitute,vhere I once was. If it bores you, just
forget about ît.Anyhow,I do not mean to trouble you at all with
znv 0° this,ond am more or less just talking. The ides was thig:



MUHLENBERG COLLEGE
ALLENTOWN, PENNSYLVANIA

Since one can messure the current that goes into an electro-
Tagnet, since one can welgh a plece of metal in a ceetalin place
ON eertE,*t should be possible to make a definite connection be-
tween electriclty,magnetism anâ gravitation,bsceuse the point at
which the magnet lifte the piece of motal should be relatively
easy to determine. But then we would have an enpirical relation
between magnetic,gravitaetional and cleetrie terms, by which one
ought to be able to approach tho Linateinian problems in the old-
fashioned way that the nineteenth century used. "hile this would
cf course apply only to terrestrial conditions,it should be easy
to generallze from that. is this all nonsense 7 At any rate, do
net recall ever having seen anything on this in the various books
l real at one time or another.(I cannot do mathematics,of course,
but I have often had an intuition vhen - Was reading it,because
I seem to be able to see psychological connections and thus
antlclpate what next will turn up. Again and sgaln,l have had
the experience that I expect=d something to come later,and it
did come later in the treetise or in another work of the came
man. That is why such simplist books likevleumenn-ilor:enstern's
theory of games and such bore me. It is too obvious that very
little will be found in the end or thst one can predict what will
be found without having to write more than a couple of pages. Per
haps thls i= putting epplication over the manipulation that seems
to Intrigue some mathematicians &amp;s a pleasurable entertainment,
but 7 guess I am an amateur meta-mathematician.) That is why I
con't dare to write this to anyone but a genius like yourself,
You will at leset see it in the proper proportion. - an sure.

Well, encugh of this. I started out to thank you for that talk,and
I ended with far more than I had meant to say. “ut then it's up te
you to disregard it. I won't feel hurt a bit.

sincere:, yours, ’

SodaVeto
Heinrich Ÿeinrich Never

Ta



DEPARTMENT OF RESEARCH

Glos, 66207.

Your ref.:
Our ref.: Date

BARNWOOD HOUSE,
GLOUCESTER

25 «0ri 1 1 929

Dear Walter.

The mart of Viener's "Hon-linear problems in
random theory" that I would like taken un with him
is the discussion on pages 70 to 77. IIe gives
several exannles of oscillating systems that,
ahen couvled, pull torether in frequency.

Now this cannot be a general property, for
it is possible to have two simple harmonic oscil-
lators that, when coupled, form a whole that is
not, in the strict sense, periodic at all. I
am interested to know whether Wiener can give
any really general characterisation (one that is
both necessary and sufficient, 1f possible)
that will determine whether pulling-together
Till or will not occur on couvlin~.

I have written to him raising the guestion
so “hen you meet him he will probably L = had
time to give the matter some thought. 1 nave
sugcested that his opinion would be acceptable
either as a letter to me or through discussion
ait yor soc I expect he will take the latter.+.

Yours faitl.fu._~



DEPARTMENT OF RESEARCH

Glos, 66207.

Your ref.:

Our ref. Date

BARNWOOD HOUSE,
GLOUCESTER

25 April 1959

Dear Dr. Wiener,

Your "non-linear problems in random
has interested me very much. The — =~

am most interested in, and tha’
to see Turther developed, is th
I wonder if you could amplify 1.

theory"
 I
Ke
la

You ¢ive there the example of the generators
that feed into a common Load, and later the
sxample of the asteroids as affected by Jupiter,
suggesting that the pulling-tosether of frequencies
is common. Now I believe it cannot be maintained
that all systems (including the non-conservative,
such as the brain) will show a pulling-together;
for even two linear systems, each strictly per-
iodic, can give a whole that is not strictly
periodic (by the presence of real exponential
decay factors.) So I wonder if you can give
the general conditions (necessary and sufficient
if possible) that specify when a pulling-together
7111 occur.

Dr. Grey Valter, I understand, will be seeing
vou in a few days. If you could find time to
clarify the matter, either ov a letter to me or
»y discussion with him I would be very grateful.

I hope you are keeping well. I shell probably
not be visiting the States in the immediate future,
but I hove we may meet again before log.

Very sincerely yours.

4 . [ns AB}
 Nz Ross Ashby

u



Duke University

THE PARAPSYCHOLOGY LABORATORY

Avril 25,1959

Professor Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute
Cambrid&amp;e, Massachusetts

of Technology

COLLEGE STATION

DURHAM. NORTH CAROLINA

us a

Dear Professor Wiener:

I have had the temerity to accept Professor
Hook's invitation to discuss your paper on the brain and
the machine on the morning of May 16, although I am an
authority on neither. Since I am partly deaf in the bargain,
I should greatly appreciate it if you would let me have a
copy of your paper to read in advance. I have no doubt
Professor Scriven will have a similar interest, and perhaps
he has already written you. Or you may have sent copies to
Professor Hook. Any help you can give me on this matter
ill be needed and appreciated.

Sincerely yours



Belmont Public Library —BELMONT 78, MASSACHUSETTS

ELIZABETH J. HODGES, Librarian

April 27, 1959

Dr. Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

Dear Dr, Wiener:

The Board of Library Trustees, the Chairman of the
Belmont Committee for National Library Week, and the
librarian of the Belmont Public Library send this letter
to express their appreciation for your help in writing
a statement on reading for publication in connection
with the celebration of National Library Week April 12-18,
1959.

Thank you very much for your kind interest in the
Belmont Public Library and your help in this nationwide
observance for a better read, better informed America.

Sincerely amd gratefully yours,

Walter E. Boright, Chairman
Library Board of Trustees

George Manuel Fenollosa, Chairman
Belmont Committee for National
Library Week

Va- e
&gt;

 a. 4

by
Elizabeth J. Hodges
Librarian



Memorandum from the

DEAN'S OFFICE

SCHOOL OF SCIENCE

M. 1. T.

From: George R. Harrison

April 27, 1959
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April 28, 1959

Drs He, Ross Ashby
Department of Research
Barnvood House
3loucestrr, England

Dear Dr, Ashby»

Congratulations on your new appointment. I shall talk the
mater over with Dr. Walter when he comes here. Hope wo shall
run into one another soon. 1 may be in Eurcpe about a year from

Cincer

Won aT=

yy.

u Wiener

meJL e promle



April 28, 1959

Professor E, R. Caîaniello
Comitato Nazionale Per le Ricerche Nucleari
Napoli « Mostra D'Oltremare
[talv

Ne Profagnr Caianiellos

This is to confirm my interest in spending some time in Naples
ith you during the summer of 1960 or the fall term of 1960-61 or
octhe I enjoyed my contacts with my Naples colleagues very much
id both my wife and I are looking forward to a very interesting

Since: WIL

Norbert Werner

*emmi
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'nclosed is the tear shest of Professor Viener's article
on (vhernetics which you sent with your letter of April 15th.
D- mor “ener asked me Lo tell you that no revision is
ne A ERI her

nee -wours.

“argaret M, Kruger (Mrs.
"~eretary $n Profesenr Wiener
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HUGHES
Researchand Develcohment Laloralorics

HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY eo (CULVER CITY «€ CALIFORNIA

felephones: EXbrook 8-2711  TExas 0-7111
SCIENTIFIC AND

NGINEERING STAFF

OFFICE OI ADVANCED SCIENTIFIC EDUCATION

April 29, 1959

Dr. Norbert Wiener
Professor of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Tambridee 39, Massachusetts

Dear Professor Wiener:

de understand that you will be teaching mathematics course number
X LOTAB, entitled "Nonlinear Problems in Random Theory", at the
University of California, Los Angeles, from July 6 to 17, 1959.
Because of significant contributions which you have made in the
field of communication theory, we should like to invite you to
visit the Hughes Research and Development Laboratories in Culver
city, California, as a Howard Hughes Lecturer at some convenient
time during July in order to inform the Senior Members of our
Technical Staff of some of the most recent developments in your
research activities. We would like to suggest Monday, July 20 as
a suitable date since that will De after the completion of your
-ourse.

If you accept our invitation, we shall expect to pay you an
nonorarium of $150 for your lecture, plus the necessary travel,
hotel, food and taxi expenses. Arrangements will also be made
for you to see some of the interesting research work being
carried on in our laboratories during your visit. Starting at
10:00 a.m. meetings will be scheduled between you and several of
ur top level laboratory research scientists who are primarily
interested in your field of work. There will be a special
luncheon held in your honor from 12:00 noon to 1:30 p.m. on the day
of your lecture. After the luncheon ample time will be provided
for you to relax and collect your thoughts for the lecture which
starts promptly at 3:30 p.m. You will have an hour and a half in
which to deliver your lecture and to hold a discussion period. In
the past, lecturers have held their presentation to approximately
one hour, thus leaving thirty minutes for questions and answers.



Professor Norbert Wiener

April 29, 1959
Page Two

You may use the entire time (3:30 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.) as you think best
The audience will consist of up to 255 high level senior scientists
and engineers in our various research znd develovnent laboratories.

If you are interested in visiting our laboratories and in presenting
a Howard Hughes Lecture, we would be pleased to have you send us an
appropriate title for your talk together with an abstract of your
presentation and a brief biography of yourself. In addition, we
should like to know your needs in the way of slides or movie
projectors so that arrangements can be rade ahead of time.

If July 20 is not a convenient time for you, please feel free to
suggest another date. A second choice for us would be Monday, July
27, but we will be happy to schedule your talk on another day of the
week if vou prefer.

Je hope to receive a favorable reply from vou soon.

Sincerely yours,

E. L. Michaels, Head
Advanced Scientific Education

BTM: tlr



April &lt;5, 1959

Mr, Henry ' , Alderfer

Educational Director
Combined Insurance Company of America
5050 Broadway
Chir 7 hn. Illinois

Dr

Dean Harrison of the School of Science of the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology passed on to me your letter of April 22nd
incuiring for what companies I was acting as consultant, Asa
matter cf fact I am not acting es corsultant for any company, I
am curious however to know the purpose of this incuiry., If you
can see fit to communicate it to re, ! should be interested,

Sincerel, ——-

Ter - 1b Wierer

_

 ais à

ery



Mr. Sidney Phillips
Criterion Books. Ire.
257 Fourth Avenue
New York 10, New Tor

Dear Mr. Phillivc

Professor Wiener thanks you for your letter of April 16th
in which you inquire whether he would be able to write a preface

For Yhat Is orbernetics by G, T, Guilbaud, Professor Wiener will
ve extremely busy in May and will be out of Cambridge during the
summer, He must therefore decline your request, for he just won't
have the time to devote to writing a preface

Stamm yyop

arearet M, Kruger (Mrs.,
Passcècees * - Dpaf-ce-n Vener
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The Duodecimal Society
of Great Britain

106, Leigham Court Drive, Leigh-on-Sea, Essex.

April 1959,

Dear Mr. Widmer,

There is so strong a conviction in this country that a

Juodecimal system of numbering and measurements could bring practical

advantages to all walks of life that the "Duodecimal Society of Great

Britain” is in the process of being formed.

You will know that the duodecimal system is strongly

supported in America where the"Duodecimal Society of America® has

been organised since 1944, and indeed includes people from Great

3ritain in its membership.

The refrrence to the advantages of the duodecimal system made

in your informative book "I am a mathematician" has dnubtless helped

towards the general support for a duodecimal system. I am sure

therefore you will wish to support this Society in materials and

ideas. I think a dozen shillings to be a reasonable membership fee;

but donations, particularly at the start of the venture, will be

very welcome. A membership form is enclosed.

T have also enclosed a leaflet, the pioneer issue of this

Jociety, and you will see that this is no idle venture, We are

sounding some eminent persons for the Presidency,and we hope in the



near future to convene our first general meeting,

I hope to hear from you soon.

Yours sincerely

(Brian Re Bishop)

Secretary.



TH+ DUODECIMAL SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN

Application for membership

Surname Christian names Titles degrees etc.
(Block
letters)

Private address

Tele.

Interests

Business address

Tele,

Occupation

fv interest in duodecimals arose froms:-—

Particular application of duodecimals which gives most interest:

Please give comments and suggestions for the work of the Society:-

Fee of dozen shillings received Membership card number



THE _DUODECIMAL SOCIETY OF CREAT BRITAIN.

THE PAST

In years gone by numbers did not have the scientific importance and precision they need today. Man
could therefore be satisfied then with the cumbersome alphabetical systems of numbering or the arbitrary
Roman numeralss There was a revoluntionary improvemsgt in Europe after several thousand years when the
Arabic system of decimal numbering was first introduced in the tenth century; but it took until the
sixteenth century to come intq general use - that is only four hundred years ago.

Mathematiclans and philosophers have long realised that the use of base ten is still a second best,
This has come to particular notice with advances made during the past hundred years, Twelve with twice
as many factors as ten provides the most suitable base, Herbert Spencer and Sir Isaac Pitman to name
but two famous Englishmen, were early users and advocates of base twelve, In 1944 the Duodecimal Soclety
of America was formes and is flourishing strongly in the Unites States, It is becoming increasingly
necessary to sharpen British scientists! prime tool,

THE PRESENT

Opinion in many circles in Great Britain is such that a society has been formed, The Duodecimal
Society of Great Britain has three aiîims:-

(1) to make opposition to any leglslative proposal to extend the inferior decimal system:

(11) to draw the attention of responsible people and authorities, with and without technical
interests, to the superiority of the duodecimal system of numbering and units:

(111) to conduct research into numbers and standardised units with’ especial reference to those
using base twelve,

British tradition, either through the naturalness of the duodecimal system or in its unconscious
wisdom has given us In Great Britain a particular advantage, In all the maze of our 1llogical systems
of measurements runs a consistent duodecimal thread; for example twelve pence in a shilling; twelve inches
in a foot, etce In fact duodecimal arithmetic Is scarcely more than what we are already used to.

THE FUTURE

You are the future of the Duodecimal Society of Great Britain, As in all voluntary societies,
benefits received by members depend directly on the interest and effort they give, Membership dictates
the aotivitles of the. Society under the direction of its Committee, Those interested in mathematical
research, in an improved calculating medium or merely in an easier everyday arithmetic will be able to
exchange ideas in publications, letters and personal acquaintances, whether an erudite mathematical
professor or just someone who has to tot up his bills,

Anyone Joining this Society will at least be sure to get some stimulating ideas and absorbing puzzles
for only a dozen shillings a year, People under *19 years or who are still at college or university may
Join for six shillings. Any enquiry will be welcome,

FURTHER READING

A small selection from a far wider bibliography: Books (obtainable through this Society):

"in Excursion in Numbers" F. Emerson Andrews

Pamphlet, reprint from Atlantic Monthly October 193L

"Douze: notre dix future" Jean Essig
about 10/- Dunod, Paris, In French

The Duodecimal Bulletin"

Official periodical publication of the Duodecimal Society of America

"Duodecimal Arithmetict George Be Terry
Longmans, Green &amp; Co, 1938 (out of print)

See also long references about duodecimals in Arthur Meets "The Childrens Encyclopaedia?

Lancelot Hogben's "Mathematics for the Million", eto,...

ADVANTAGES OF DUODECIMALS

Three practical advantages arising from the extra factors become immediately obvious to anyone starting
to work with duodecimals,’ You will find many other advantages with continued use.

(1) Divisibility by 2,3,4,6,8,9 and even E 1s far easier to recognise.

(11) Fractions are simpler: for instance + 1s O;4 (and not an endlessly recurring number) or an
exact 40 per gross instead of the awkward percentage equivalent; and similarly 4 = 0;3

(111) The numbers hold more, as the earlier example has shewn = e,g. 1,000,000 represents 2,585,984,
And they are more exact: 0;001 represents 1/1728, which is smaller than 1/1000.

/ How



How to count by dozens

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 X E “10
one two three four five six seven eight nine dk el do

Counting

In the common or decimal system which we have been using, we have been counting in tens. In the duodecimal
system we count by dozens, which means that we need two new symbols and names after nine. For convenience we use X

named dek for the number after nine, and E named el for what is now called eleven, 4 dozen, written 10 1,ee One
dozen and no units, is called do; a gross oy a dozen dozen, written 100, is called gro; and a dozen dozen dozen,
written 1000, 1s called mo,

To distinguish batween decimal and duodecimal numbers we precede the former with a +and the latter with a ®

Place Value

(thousands) (hundred)
tens tens tens units
of of

tens tens
of
ens

I 9 5 2

In the decimal system numbers increase thelr value by powers of ten according to their place in each
successive column to- the left; that is in 1959, the 9 stands for units, the 5 for tens, the 9 for tens of tens of
nundreds, and the 1 for tens of tens of tens or thousands. This place value fs even more powerful in duodecimal
sountings: 1173 represents 3 units plus 7 dozens or do's plus 1 dozen dozen or gro plus 1 dozen dozen dozen or mo ==

"he mo, one gro seven-do three.

Adding
Place value is the key to amy arithmetic. Observe the following addition,

dozen before carrying one:

emembering that we add up Lo a

136
591
3E2

1000_

five feet. nine ins, 5:9
three ft, two ins. 3;2
two fect, eight Ins, 2:8
El(even) ft, seven ins, E;7

2
158

Converting
Conversion of small quantities Into duodecimals is obvious: If you are +35. years old, dozenally you are only

t2E (two-do el) which is two dozens and eleven, For larger numbers keep dividing by twelve and the successive
remainders form the equivalent duodecimal number

12 ) oF
12 +1959 in decimals is

%1173 in duodecimals.

Duodecimal numbers may be changed Into decimal by setting down the units figure, adding+12 times the second
rigure to the left, plus#22 (144) times the third figure, plus+i27 (1728) times the fourth, and so on for each figure,

Thus; 3 units = = 3 Anse

7 dozens = 7 x 12 = 8L X1173 in duodecimaly is
; gross = 1 x 12 x 12 = dy +1959 in decimals

- MO = 1 x12x12x12=1728

Multiplying
Multiplication proceeds exactly as In ten-base arithmetic except that the products are different. We learn

twelve tables exactly as at present, but they follow a more casily remembered pattern, e.ge there are more numbers
nding in O due to the many factors of twelve (10), This table will be uscful for experimenting.

 21318 1516 71819 x #15

3609 10113116119120123726129730À 8 10 [il 18 120 ;2l [28 30 134 138|Lo
[LUX3187212623fe[176110 16 120-126 130 126. bo 46 150 {56 | 60
~Z112[19[2018ETI1181535X165|7078 tu 2 128.136[0de{su[20[eo(71|eEEE 78 50Tx [18126 [3h "le 50 | 5x 66 176 86'927] 70EX 125138 175 [6 [hei ~~
1072030[Lo20"5050Jad, 0

For more details write to:

THE DUODECIMAL SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN |
106 LEIGHAM COURT DRIVE,

LEIGH-ON-SEA,
ESSEX.



PE Collier&amp;SonCorporation
640 Fifth Avenue « New York IS, N.Y.

Executive Offices Ap.11 30, 1959

Dear Mrs. Kruger:

Thank you very much for your letter of April 28 and
for returning Dr. Wiener's article on Cybernetics.

We would like to thank Dr. Wiener for reviewing the
article, and appreciate his prompt attention in this
matter.

Sincerely yours,

WT Conan
William T. Couch
Editor-in-Chief
Collier's Encyclopedia

WTG : EMR : em

Mrs. Margaret M. Kruger
Secretary to Professor Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts



THOMAS C.DESMOND
94 BROADWAY

NEWBURGH,NEW YORK

MEMBER OF NEW YORK STATE SENATE

1930-1958
April 30, 1959.

Institute Professor Norbert Wiener,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

Cambridge 39,
Massachusetts.

Dear Institute Professor Wiener:

Being as I am a former President of
the Mo.I.T. Alumni Association, and now a life member of
the M.I.T. Corporation, I am naturally always interested
in new distinctions attained by members of the M.I.T.
family.

It was a special pleasure and satis-
faction, therefore, to read in the New York Times this
morning the enclosed account of your appointment as an
Institute Professor.

Please accept my hearty congratulations
on this new honor to be added to your long list of other
well deserved honors, and cordial best wishes for what I
know will be your continued success in your important
activities.

Sincerely yours,

m N

TCH:dr



UNITED STATES COAST GUARD ACADEMY

à(ON) À

ADDRESS REPLY TO:

SUPERINTENDENT
U.S. COAST GUARD ACADEMY

NEW LONDON, CONNECTICUT

30 April 1959

Dr. Norbert Wiener
Institute Professor
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 38, Massachusetts

Dear Norbert:

I read about your new appointment in today's BOSTON HERALD. Many con-
gratulations from a relatively newly~appointed Dean.

The article says that the "advanced teaching and research are carried on with-
out regard to departmental boundaries." Since when have you been so lim-
ited? Best of luck in your new assignment. Drop in and see us sometime.

Sincerely yours,
A

Cl DD ane
-, —

A. A. LAWRENCE
CAPT, USCG
Acting Dean
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360 WZ.T 31st STREET

NEW YORK 1, NEW YORK

April 30, 1959

Professor Norbert Wiener
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Dear Dr. Wiener:

The paper this morning carries news that I want to send you
my very hearty congratulations on. I don't suppose it will
make many changes to your "way of living"! -- but any that
it does are bound to be along lines that you will like.

It must be many years ago that I saw you and your family off
from Hoboken to that mathematical conference in Copenhagen --
and it was not many times even before that that we had been
together. But our joint closeness to Oliver made me feel
really close to you too. And I wish there had been more posi-
tive opportunities more recently of developing that closeness.

But very soon after I saw you off I had to go back to Venezuela;
and when I left there I only had two or three months in this
country before the company sent me off to Europe for four or
five years. When I got back Oliver was no longer "at" M.I.T.
-- and I presume you know (as I do) how fast time has been
going by. (I have a theory on that. The rate at which time
goes by for any one individual is an inverse ratio to that
individual's reasonable expectancy of life. It goes by six
times as fast for a man who is 60 as it does for a boy of 10.

It is going by so fast for me that if my theory is correct,
I haven't many more years to live!!) But anyway Dr. Wiener,
I send you all good wishes and sincerest congratulationms.
However sophisticated one may be (and I'm sure you're not as
sophisticated as I am!) it is always nice to be given public
recognition and honor for work that your good friends must
have told you many many times was so outstandingly meritorious.

{Continued...)

SHOP AT SFAHS AND SAVE!



I do go up to see Oliver at Lincoln every now and then. May
I telephone you the next time I do and try to arrange to come
and shake you by the hand again?

Best personal regards.

Sincerely,

H. G. Selfridge

HGS:cs
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